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Young Wild \\,Test

on a

Golden Trail

Or, THE MYSTERY OF MAGIC PASS
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAP'l'ER I.-Robbery at Gilt Edge Camp.

fact that no one wa" missing l'rom the camµ niade
it appear that th" raid must have been commit"Boys, I reckon somethin' has g·o_t 1..er be dirl!"
ted bv outsiders. But where had the out~idera
exclaimed Pandy Potts, the recognized leader of gone to afte1· the," <lid it?
the minel'S of Gilt Edge Camp, Nevada, as he
There was only one way to get in and out of
mounted a barrel and made a gesture that showed
the valley <vith horses, and that was t.1 rough a
that he meant bu..siness.
nan:ow pass that ran for over a mile bc,tw,-,en
"That's 1·ight, Pandy!" came from a dozen or t~ering- cliffs to the comparatively level collntry
more of the men gathered about him.
_/beyond the 1·idge. This pass had lately 1·Pceive<l
Then a shout of approval went up, for they_ all-' the name of Magic Pass, because a miner named
expected to heal' their leader make a suggestion.
Dorkin had been t(•lling queer things that he had
'·Yes ~omethin' has got ter be did," he went seen enacted there.
on. "f-3ut," and he shook his head, ::mdly, ''I don't
Ghosts, headless men and skeletons were disknow jest what it is. I'll own ther corn_! Here
posed to appear and disappear at will in that
·we've gone an' done our level best te1· hnd _ther pass. so Dorkin declm;,n<!. And being known as
th:n·0s what cleaned out ther camp last : 11 ,,,;h_t, an honest, truthful 1uati;: the majority of the mintat:iri.' more'n ten thousand clol1ars' worth ol go_Id
Pl'~ belieYed wlwt lw said, and so the name of
wit11 ·em! It's ther first blow that's ~true]; Gilt l\Iagic Pass was g~en the narrow defile that conEclg-e, an' ye1· kin bet it's been a heavy Olk. Vfe stituted the means of ingress to the valley ..
al] knowed that we had crooks amoni:' the h_fty
Gilt Edge was not a very old camp. But 1t had
population of our little town, but we cbcln't tlirnk panned out well, and for the pai,t few weeks the
there was goin' ter be a ,vholesale robbe,y, an' miners had been 1. .1king money. It was about
that onlv tber night after ther stage coach was like any other mining camps at the time of w_hich
l12ld up in Mag·ic Pass an' robbed! It come to us we write, whlc"li was a few years ago, when tl,mg-s
as a biP- suTprise, boys. An ugly dream. as they were in a rathc'l' nnsettlerl state throughout the
call it in story books, sometimes. Bu~ ther worst reofon called the "\Vile] West." I.aw and ordt'r
part of it all ill that we've hunted high an' low dici not exist, to any extent, in places like Gilt
since davlig-ht this mornin', an' we ain't no nearer Edge. Jf crime wa·s committrd anrl tl1t_ g·uilty
trr tindin' ther sneakin' galoots than we w,as caught, they were punished summarily, an1l no~h" hen we first knowed what happenecl. T m ing was thought of it. Just as some of tlw mtn• ·
1-ttimped, boys! I don't kno\y what ter 5 ugg_es\
ers were leaving the crowd ancl ti.n'Ili:1g 1 n the
1
B11t, as I said before, somethm'~ got ter be 91d ·
saloon that was located rlirectly opposite to tha
There was a f~int _cheer at this, for t1,1e mmers
general store of tlw camp, a party <!f 1·iclen; came
all put g-reat faith m randy fott,:. Then they out of the pass. a qua1ter of a mile away, and
.irath · red in little groups and d 1 s~ussecl the ques- approached at an easy canter. The m_oment_ th,-,
tion that had been brought befo1e them. Pandy
n,;ners saw the newcomers they remamecl silent
Pott>· took a freRh chew of tobacco. a~1 d then,
and waited fo1· them to come up. They were
al'tPr scratching his head in ".ain for an idea, g·_ot surprised, too. fo,· there v.-erE> ihree fem~les _in
do,\·n from his elevated positi?n on th'? bat iel thn party. anrl women were verv scarce m Gilt
an<l 11 in.,.lecl with the honest toilers of Gilt Edge
Edge.
min'ng· camp. It was near tl~e ~lose of_ a hn11:]1t
"Boys here comes some stran.Q·crs," said Pan~y
DN'cJ11be1· day. Th(? sun wa,,. "ell rlo\\ n .t~- t 1e Potts. "Let everybody :stay right here. an' w~ 11
snow~eappf'd range m the wcHt,_ ancl ti_,". ,\e~_cta- see who an' what they are. There'.s _gal~w1th
tion 111 the valley m ,d11ch the camp "as 1<( 'ite<[ 'em which seems mighty strange. A l1k0J lookwas illm1:ine~l with a golden h,u:· Duc\t_y a_nc tir~(in' iot they are, 'too.'' ·
.
.
,
from then fru1tleRs search f OJ the gang of. vi(
The leader oi the miners was qmte ngh when
th
lain1; that had cleaned out the camp,
e mmets he said they were a "likely lookin' lot." f r th&
\\'f'I'<' in anything l~u~ a g-~ocl humor .. 'l'hc~'
costumes they wor; \\ere ·n_othing of_ the cheap
b01'n haffle,j at P,e1y_ tuin-not a clue (o .~ 11 , .. ort ancl Lhere was a ccrtam grace in th4:1 way
"hereabouts o.C the th1evei; could be found. 1 1u
,
,

ha,:
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they rode that told plainly tl1at they were not
fact that no one was missing from the camp made
tcnderfeet. The party consisted of eight-two
boys, a tall man of probably thirty. two young
girls, a young woman, and two Chinamen. The
latter brought up the rear as they came along
in double fi1e, and were leacting pack horses behind them.
The boy and girl who rode at the head of the
line were certainly as handsome a couple as any
of the rough miners of Gilt Edge had ever had
the fortune to look upon. There was something
that was dashing about them, too, and, in spite
of the youthfulness of the boy, he had the appearance of being a leader of men. He wore a fancy
buckskin hun1'\ng suit, and, wi1Jh a broad sombrero
tipped well back upon his head, and a wealth of
long, chestnut hair hanging over his shoulders,
he made a picture that was bound to stir the
admiration of those who appreciate gallantry and
good looks. The girl was a pronounced blontle,
and her fancy riding costume set off her shapely
form to the very best advantage. The two couples riding behind them in their turn were attired in about the same style, and they, too, had
a dash about them that made the miners take
/!'OOcl notice. We may as well state right now
that the new arrivals at Gilt Edge were Young
Wild West, the famous young deadshot of the
West. and his frien"ds, consisting of Cheyenne
Charlie, the wellaknown scout and Indian fighte1·, and his wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a dashing boy
of the West, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner;
charming A1·ietta Murdock, the sweetheart of
Young Wild West, and their two servants, Hop
Wah and Wing Wah.
To those of our readers not acquainted with
Young Wild West, we will state that he was, at
thC" time of which we write, the most dashing and
bE'st known young hero the Wild West eV'.er knew.
Though but a boy in years, he was a man in
every sense of the word; and he was loved by
honest people for the r-rood he had done, and was
always ready to do, and feared and hated by the
bad element of the West. Cool, courageous and
daring, and quick with a shooter, the boy was a
foe to be feared. Because of his wonderfttl ability to 1·ide and break the wildest kind of horses,
he had been nicknamed the Prince of the Saddle,
and that name had always clung to him. Owning gold mines, as he did, the daring young deadshot could well afford to pursue his fayorite pastime, which as ricting about the country from
place to plape in search of adventure.
The girls. as the ladies of the party were alway,,; called by Young Wild West and his two
partners, had learned tn love the outdoor life,
amt they nearly always went with them on their
little horseback journeys. Arietta wa~ a Western
girl, who had been brought up to nde a horse
and handle a firearm as well as a man or boy,
but Anna and Eloise had been born and Teared
jn the East, and they were hardly up to her in
that line, though they were becoming more and
more accustomed to the way things were done in
the Wild West, and they had learned to love the
wilderness. Of the two Chinamen, who were
brothers, one was a genuine wonder. in his way.
This was Hop Wah, and when we say that he was
an e~perienced sleight-of-hand performer and a
thorough card sharp, it will he unflerstood right
a.way that he was quite a character., Our friends

had noticed that some sort of a meeting was
talcing place near the Htore in the camp '"·' ,_1c;,1
emerged *from the narrow pass, and they wondered what it was for as they rode up.
"I reckon somethin's goin' a little wrong, Wild,
by ther looks of that crowd," observed Cheyenne
Charlie, as he twisted the ends of his long, black
mustache and shrugged his broad, shapely shoulders.
"Yes, Cl1arlie," was the reply. "They appear to
be worked up over something. We'll prnbably
know all about it now. This is a nice little valley, after leaving the rough country the other
side o.i that narrow pass. I must say that I
like the look of Gilt Edge."
"It has got an edge around it, all right; but I
don't see any of the gilt yet," remarked Jim Dart,
with a laugh.
"Well, there is plenty of guilt here, I guess,"
spoke up Arietta, and then they all laughed at
her pun.
But thev had no time to make al'[y further remarks, for just then Pandy Potts called out, in a
voice that ran~ through the valley:
"Hello, strangers!"
"Hello!" answered Young Wild ,ve;;t, in his
cool and easy way. "So this is Gilt Edge, is it?"
"I reckon it is, young feller. We're right glad
ter see strangers come here, too. So long· as
they'll make good citizen:,; we're satisfied. Rut
we ain't got no use Ju1· cl'ooks, have we, boys'!''
A reply in the negative went up from the biggest part of the m,en, while the others watched
the strangers clo~ely, as though they did not
know just ho,1· to place thr>m . But the smiling
faces of the gii-1" soon satisfied them that they
were "an all right lot," and the first thing our
friends knew there wa:-; a ('heer of welcome Tinging in their ears. Straight up to the waiting
cro,Yd ·they rode, and then the~· came to a halt
and remained in the saddle. Young Wild West
took a look at the :,hanties of the place and
auickly came to the conclusion that there was
nothing there in the l inc of a hot.el that they
could put up at.
"I don't suppose there are any objections to
our pitching a camp som~where · around here?"
ou1· hero said, looking at randy Potts, whom he
readilv nicked out as the leader of the miners.
' "Not in ther least," was the reply. "But, say!
I want ter ask you folks a question: Did yer meet
any one, or see anything strang-e on your way
he1·e ?"
"We haven't seen a human being- since vesterday, until we came throug·h the pass just now.
And as for seeing anything strange, I can't say
that we did."
"All right. Go ahead an' pick out ther place
yer want ter camp on. You're welcome ter Gilt
Edge. I know good people when I see 'em, an'
I'll bet my life that you folks is all right!"
"See here." said ·wild, whose curiosity had been
aroused by <the way the man spoke. "What 111ade
you ask if we had met any one?"
''Well, I'll tell yer, young feller. This here
camp was robbed last night, an' ther sneakin'
g-aloots what done it got away with more'n ten
thousand dollars' worth of clean $<Old, in dust an'
nuggets. Ther stage coach was held up an'
cleaned out yii;terday mor·nin', too, an' we ain't
been able ter find hide nor hair of ther robl.,ers,
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I thought I'd ask you if you'd se?n any one on
ther wa" here."
"Oh, I understand now. Well, we nevel' saw
nnythino- of 1.he robbers. But I'll tell you what
we'll do. We will help you hnd them. That is
just the kind of a g-arne we l Ike. 1 don't know
whether you have ever hea1·d or me or not, liut
J am Young Wild West."
·'What!" cifocl Pandy Potts. "Do ye1· hea1· Lhat,
It's Young Wild West, ther Champeen
boys?
Deadshot an' Prince of ther Saddle! Heard of
yer! vVell, I reckon I have, my boy! Hoo1·ay!
Everybody give thl'ee chee1·,.; fur Young· Wild
West!"
CHAPTER IL-The Secret Band of Danites.
Just about an hour previous to the time Young
Wild West and hi~ friends reached Magic Pass
a solitary horseman 1•ode into the narrow defile
and brought the coal-black steed he rode clown
to a walk. He was a man of thirty-five, rather
handsome, but sinister in countenance, when one
took a close look at him. A dark, silky mustache
adorned his upper lip and a pointed goatee ran
clown from h1~ ch:in, givini; him a sort of military
appearance, though the costume he worn betokened nothinP- of this. H• looked more like a
prosperous cattleman, 01· mine owner than any1hing else,, though a clo.e obse1ver, used to life
in the· 'Wild West, might have picked him out fol'
a n·amble1·. A diamond pin sparkled from the red
:rnd yello\v sc::n-f he had about his nPck, and what
coul~l be seen or the brace of revolvers hang·ing
from his belt on either side showed that they
\1•C>1·e gold plated, Romething- rather u1~u>1ual, as
rt'w men who carried ,;uch wectpon,; went to the
expense of having them .e;old plated. The horseman's wearing appat·el consi,;ted chiefly ol' a vel ·
vet J'irling- suit that was well wom, though still
s· 1·vicPable and intact; a co!4tly ~ombrero of a
verv light eolor ado,·ned hiR head, while his riclin,,.: boots were apparently new. The saddle and
other equipments or hi;; horse were new also,
\\1'ieh made it look ;;s thollgh he lutd lately pm·chas"tl them.
AR he rode slowly through the pa;;s, he ke•>t his
eyes continually on the right, as tl1ough sea1·chin11; for something. The pass 1 •as ju;.;t a little
more than a mile Jong, and at no part 11as it
wider than to permit a dozPn horsemen to ride
ab1·;ast. Jagged cliffs m·ose on either side, in
some <'':l6es leaning far out over the trail below,
.and dw1ttln~ oµt the sun cntiJ"ely. But thel'e was
lio·ht enoug-il i'0r h'r, to Bee a ywhere in th'! defile, and, continuing on. he kept watching the
\Vhen aboui; halfw:.iy tl1l'our,·h he
nn·H c;i.lr
hroug·ht his horBe to a halt, and when he had ra,;t
a sC'arching· glance in hoth direction:,;, he muttered:
"l must bp near the ~pot, i r the instructions l
1·eceivfd weJ"e e;onect. But where is the mark<:'d
rock'? Thi,:; is the question. I am a pretty g-oocl
judge of distance, anrl T \\ ill wager that I have
covered half a m:le since I entered th.is pass."
Another searching look at the cliff on his right
and he rode forward agam. He had not gone
more than a hundred yards when he brought the
horse to a halt abi-uptly, and this time a muttered exclamation of satisfaction escaped his lips.
Hii:; g-aze had br-come riveter] upon a dat·k tl'i-

8

~ngle that Rt?ocl out in bold relief on the gray
iace of the cliff. It was a mark that might easily be taken for a freak of nat11re, but to the
ho1·seman it meant sonrnthin!;·.
"So I have found it at last!" he exclaimed, un?el' his breath. "Now to give the Rit•·nal and g,-·t
mto tlrn cave."
He patted the black i,teed's ofossv neck am!
the· cliff, ~mcle-r
then turnecl his hear! directly
the mark of the triangle, which was about five ot·
six feet above his head, and ·over a lcclg·e that
tan along a few yards. 'l'he horseman took pains
to note that there "as no one cominir from either
direction, and then he uttered a low whistle.
There was a silence, and then he ga·:c two short
blasts. An answer came in the shape of one
whistle, and then ti mau, wearing a black mask
over his face, suddenly ·appeared on the ledo·e
right before the horseman! Where he had co;.~
from seemed a great mviaterv. Even the rider
in th~ velvet suit showed signs of ~urprise. But
he qmckly recovered, and, nodding· his head, said:
"Well, Brothei· Saul, I have got here."
"I see you have," came the 1·eply from the
masked man. "You are sure that no ne is
around?"
"Absolutely sure, Saul. How am I to get in?"
For an a~swer _the masked man on the ledge
reached behmcl lum and gave a null on something his fingers came in contact with. The result was that a canvas curtain rolled back, disclosing· an opening that was jui:;t wide enough for
a hoi-seman to ride in. 'l'he man on the black
h_orse did not wait for an invitation, but 1·0,la
nght 111, and then both he and the man on iii&
lerlgf' vanished. The black steed seemed to be
frightened, an,! it ·was all tl,e rider coul<l do lo
keep him from plunging. Dut a lighted lantPt·n
suddenlv appeared, Ull(! then a broad cave wa11
disclo;,,er[ almost directly ahead, ancl the animal
trotted forward willingly.
'· Here you are. BrothP1· Percy," said the maskPd
man, as he deftly caught the hor,;e by the bridle
v:;tl1 one hand and held up the lante1·n with the
othel'. · "Di,.mount. 'I he, Danite,s bid you welcome."
As 1.he rider dismounted six men Rucldenly ~p~
urnrecl, each with a m·i.skPd face, and surrounded
him. But he did not l-'2em ·to be a bit frightened
at this unexpected mo,·e. It ,vas quite evident
that he knew his men.
"How are you, brothers?" he said, and then he
~hook hands with th m, winding up with the man
cal led Brother Saul.
'."fake f'harg-e or our brother's horse, Simon,"
st11d the latter, showing pl2inly that he was the
]Pader of. the my~terious gm.g of the hidden ca~e.
One of them prnmptly took the bridle of the
hor;·e anrl 1 led the animal away, while Percy
Tmgglu-;, w,11ch wai; the mime the newcomer went
by. followed_ the. rest through a short passage
rnto a well-l1g·hterl part of the cave that was fitted up 1oughly as a Lvino· apartment.
'' A Fnug· place you h:.:n got, brothers," he said,
aR_ he surveyed the cave. "l am g-lacl to find it
1
th _,c: way. HmY have you matle out since you
left Utah?"
"WP only bPgan on1·, work yef'tenlay," an~
c, 1 0 cl Brother Saul. "We
flwerrd hC> who
held up the Rtag-c coiwh tlrnt passes he1·e fonr
timt>;, a 11uk, g·oing- and ,·oming-, and 2·ot a little
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over six hundred dollars in money. Then last villains knew there was any particular name atnight we made a raid on the mining camp called tached to the pass. But that made little differGilt Edge, which is hardly mol'e than half a mile ence to them . Saul had discovered the cave
from here, and realized a little over ten thousand there, and, by his great cleverness, he had fashdollars. I say realized, but it was hardly so ioned it into a hiding place that was secure.
much, though it would have been if one of the Percy, the g·ambler, as we shall call him, made
bags had not bursted and spilled as much as a himself right at home. The man who had taken
thousand dollars' worth of dust on the way here." care of his horse now proceeded to prepai·e some
"Spilled it, eh? Well, that's too bad. But, food for him, declaring that it was getting tosay! I think you have done mighty well. You ward night, and they would all have supper.
have no one at the mining camp to represent you, There were no objections to this, and in half an
then?"
hour's time the rough table in a corner of the big
"No. That is why we wanted you to come. cave was spread with a tempting stew made of
You are iust the man, for you can pose as a venison. Percy, the gambler, ate hea11;ily, for
gambler, and all the time be on the lookout for he was surely hungry. The man who cooked the
knowledge that will benefit us in our work. Gilt savory mess understood his business, and it went
Edge is proving to be a wonderful place. The well.
miners are striking it rich almost every day, and
"That will _do me until to-morrow morning, I
in a month's time we ought to be very rich men. guess," he said, when he had finished. "No,v, as
We have the outfit here that we always used in soon as it gets dark I will make my advent in
our secret order over in Utah, and with it we can Gilt Edge."
frighten the miners or any one who tries to run
us down auite easily. All men are superstitious,
you know, and if a man without a head should
CHAPTER !IL-Buying Chances in a Raffle . .
show himself it is dollars to doughnuts that tht1
It
was a great sensation that Young Wild West
best of them will run. We tried it on a man be- created
he announced who he was. Though
longing to the camp the other dav and it was none of when
the miners there had ever seen him belaughable to see how he made a bolt to g·et out fore, nearlv
all of them had heard of him. So
of the pass."
.
when Pandy Potts proposed th1·ee cheers for the
"Ha, ha, ha!"
dashing young deadshot, they were given with a
The gambler laughed in a hearty fashion.
will. Our hero was used to all sorts of recep"You have a great head, Brother Saul," he tions. He smiled at the men as they cheered,
finally rematked.
and when they had become quiet, he said:
"Yes, but it can't always be seen," was the
"Gentlemen, I am much obliged to you for
retort,
your good wishes, though it is hardly necessary
"That's right. Then is when t11e mystery for you to cheer me. If I have a way of always
comes. I know all about that. I haven't forgot- wanting to help those in trouble I can't help it;
ten my initiation in the Secret Band of the Dan- and I don't want to be praised for it. I reckon
ites. Whew! But you fairly made the cold chills it must have been born in me to be a so11; of
c1·eep ove1· me. I don't wonder that the miner fig·hter, and as long as I am able to get around
ran in fear when you showed up before him with- I expect to stick up for the Tight. I have always
out a head. Ha, ha, ha!"
been lucky in winnin,r out when I started out to
It seemed to tickle the villainous gambler im- win, and when I say I will help you to find the
mensely. One of the men now brought to him a gang that cleaned you out, you can bet t hat I
mean it, and that I'll come mighty near doing it,
glass, partly filled with liquor.
"Drink, Brother Percy," he said. "You no doubt tool"
need it. It was a lonesome ride from Boomtown;
The miners were now
around the
no places to get a drink on the way. I know young deaclshot's horse, in crowding
an effort to shake his
how it is."
hand, and he smilingly put it out and shook with
"Right you are, Brother Peter, and, taking the them as fast as they wanted to. Some of them
glass, Percy drained it at a gulp. By this time did not take the trouble to come forward, which
the men had all removed their masks, and they showed that they did not take quite as much stock
were an ugly-looking- lot, to say the least. Craf- in the bov as the others did. As soon as there
tiness, brutality, ignorance and vice seemed to was a chance, our hero rode off from the crowd,
be distributed liberally among them, if appear- headinP' for an open spot about a hundred yards
ances indicated anything. And such was indeed away from the nearest of the shanties. There
the fact. The band of seven Danites had been was a brook running- along the foot of a hill
compelled to leave their old haunts, and they had there, and it suggested a fine place for camping.
come to the heart of Nevada for the purpose of
"Stop any place yer like, Young Wild West!"
plundering the miners who delved in the soil for called out Potts. "You're welcome ter Gilt Edge,
gold.
as J said afore, an' anytl-1.ing- we kin do fur yer
·
The man called Saul was the brains of the we'll do. Don't furgit that."
whole pa11;y, and it was through his ingenuity
"All right; we won't forget."
that several mysterious devices had been arThe next minute they were dismounting and
ranged to fr~ghten the superstitious and assjst getting ready to go into camp.
them to remain in their s ecret quarters undisThe two Chinamen showed their usefulneRs bv
turbed.
unloading- the pack horses in a hurry, and then
Percy Ruggles, the gambler, had joined ~he beginning- the work of putting- up the two tents
band shortlv before it had been compelled to give they had with them. Wild and his partners saw
up business in Utah, and now he hacl followed to it that the horses were properly attended to
the rvil g-ang to Magic Pass. As yet none of the after which thev helped the girls to straighten'
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up things .in general. A 'tree that had been
blown over a long time before furnished firewood
for them in abundance, and by the time the su:n
disappeared below the line of the western horizon a fire had been kindled and the coffee pot was
hanging over it. Our friends had shot plenty of
game during the past two days, and they had
more than they could really use with them. But
too much was a great deal better than not enough,
and they had the satisfaction of knowing that
they could salt and smoke what they ctid not want
to eat up fresh. It was not long before the odor
of the boiling coffee and broiling steaks of venison filled the air. Wing Wah, the cook, was
surely getting in his fine work now, while his
brother, having nothing else to do just then,
was watching him, much after the fashion of one
who was the boss of the job. Hop was a very
innocent-looking heathen. Anyone would have
taken him for such. But how deceived they would
be!
"My blother velly nicee cookee, _so he," h~ ~bservecl, turning to Cheyenne Charlie, and sm1hng
blandly.
"I reckon that's right, Hop," was the reply.
"He's a blamed sight smarte1· worker than you
are, anyhow. Ther only thing ag'~n him is \hat
he 1ike;; to sleep better than anytlung else, without it's eatin'. You kin keep awake better than
he kin but that's because you're up ter some
foolish~ess, or in ther act of skinnin' some one.
Another thing, you like ter fill ~P on tanglefo?t,
an' Wing don't seem ter care 1f he never g1ts
any."
"Misler Chal'lie allee samee likee lillee tangle-'
foot, too, so be," answered Hop.
.
.
"Well. when I take liquor I take 1t fur a medicine. But when you take it yer always act as
though you're afraid yel' ain't never goiu' ter git
any more. I'll bet you'll be over in that shanty
saioon afo1·e an hom· from now."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie; if nobody stoppoe
me me be lere, allee samee. Me lilree havee lillee
ga{nee dlaw poket>, HO be."
"Yes, and some of these tlays you'll g:it a chunk
of lead through yer fur cheatin' at pokf'r. Yer
won't e"·eape alway:;, yer know."
''You nevee see me cheatce, Misler Charlie."
"Well, that's right; I can't say as I ever did see
yer. But I kno'-" yer do, though," the scout retorted.
"You no kr.o,vee velly muchce, Mli;ler Charlie."
"What's that, you meas!}· heathen! You say I
don't know ver)' much? · You jest git out of
here!"
A kick went with the co,nmantl, but Hop cleverly mi"sed the kirk. Th" grin on bis yellow face
cmised the scout to ru,1 for him. 'l'he Chinaman
made out that he was. very much frightened, but
inc:tead of running· :rway, he drooped upon all
l'ot1l'S directly in Chal'lie"s path. lf the scout had
not been an agile man he wonhl have surely
stumbled over the ecmning Cel,.,st'a!. But he saw
what he was up to, and. ,1· ith a le: p, he went
o,·er him, clean anu cl0ar. Of couJ"se, the performance made the 1·est of our friends laugh.
Hop was a verv humo1·ou;; rellow, anyhow, though
he generally looked as solemn and as innoceI1t as
an owl. Charlie gave up the cl1ase when he saw
him run and get lwhincl a tree. The ,;nppe!· was
IOon 1'eady, and then they all sat down an,l t1itl
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justice to it. They had just finished 'eating when
Pandy Potts strolled over to the camp.
"Young Wild W,est," said he, "I come over ter
ask if yer wanted ter take a chance on a mule."
"Take a chance on a mule?" echoed Wild.
"What is it going to be, a raffle?"
"Yes; a wielder in thel' camp has got a mule
that she wants l'affied fur, so she kin git enough
money ter go back to her old home in Kamsas.
We had it arranged ter take place to-night; but
after ther holdup an' raid we sorter decided ter
let it wait. But since you've come here, an'
mean ter help us find ther sneaki,n' galoots what
cleaned out ther camp last night, we've come t0
ther conclusion that we'll go ahead with ther
raffle, jest as it was planned ter do. Ther Widder Gill is anxious ter git ther money, so she kin
leave with ther stage coach to-morrer mornin'.
Her husband died last week, an' thell poor galoot
didn't leave her nothin' more than ther rattle, ter
speak of. Ther crittel' ain't worth much, but
we allowed that about every one would take a
chance at five dollars, jest ter help ther ,vidder
along."
"Me takee chancee," spoke up Hop, walking up
and handing out a five-dollar gold piece.
Potts looked a bit surprised, but accepted the
money.
"I didn't think I'd find a heathen what would
be so liberal," he observed. "What name will I
put down?"
"Me namee allee samee Hop Wah," was the
reply.
"All right. Hop Wah; number 26. You be at
Stark's saloon, over there, by eig-ht o'clock, an'
when number 26 is called out you throw ther dice
fur your chance. If yer happen ter git ther
highest throw you'll win ther mule."
"Allee light; me winnee um mule, allee lig·ht."
"Yer think yer will, eh?" and the miner
laughed.
"Me velly muchee luckee Chinee."
"Well, I 1·ec}rnn thel'e ain't many as will be11:rudge yer of ther blamed critter, if y.er do happen te1· win him."
Wild, Charlie and Jim each took a chance.
They were always ready to help along a good
cause, and as the money was to go to defray the
expenses of a widow to get back to her old home,
they were glad of the chance to help.
"That makes twenty-nine chances I've got,"
said Potts, nodding with satisfaction. "I reckon
that'll be a nice little sum fur ther widder. An'
there'll be more ter come yet. There's more'n a
dozen what's promised 'me ter take chances, an'
they'll put up their money afore ther throwin'
b€gins."
He went back to the saloon, and a few minutes
later Wild and Charlie decided to take a walk
over and see how things looked there. Jim was
perfectly satisfied to remain with the girls, fo1·
it was necessary that some one should stay with
them, since the1·e was no telling just what kind
of people there were in Gilt Edge. The fact that
over ten thousand dollars had been stolen from
the little town the night before was sufficient to
make it appear that there must be men aro1111d
there who would do almost anything- in the line
of villainy. Our hero and the scout had no sooner
left the camp ·when Hop started off in another
direction. It was dark now, and the clever
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Chinaman got away without anyone seeing him.
But the chances are that he wo,!ld not have been
stopped if he had b-.en seen by Jim or the girls,
for he generally ,vas allowed to g-o around and
have a P"Ood time when they struck a mining- camp
or ;;ettlement. Wild and Cha1lie found a Gig
crowd at the saloon. The miners ha(l partly recovnetl from the ,excitement cau:-;ed by the mysterious J"obbc1·y of the night befo1·e, though it wus
still the main topic in the conversat10n. But
Puillly Potts was gettfog them interested in the
rnffle now, and soon those who had not yet taken
chances stepped up and did so. Young Wild West
and his partner were well received by the majority of the minerQ, for they no doubt looked upon
the young deadshot us the one who ,.us going to
help them solve the mystery of the robbery and
get their money back.
CHAPTER IV.-Hop Wins a Mule.

,

"Come on, boys!" called out Pandy Potts, holding up the sheet of paper he was putting down
the names on. "Is everybody got a chance on
th·r mule? If yer ain't, jest come up an' plank
down your money. It's fur a good cause, an'
ther winner will g'it a fme animal, besides. I
know t~1at some of yer met with a puttv goo<l
lo~s lasi, n;ght. But Young- Wild West is goin'
ter try mighty hard ter git that stolen gold back.
An' when he tries ter do a thing- real hard, he
ginerally do:s it. I've heard enough about him
ter kno, • thut. Come on an' take a chance on ther
mule. I've jest got forty-Reven. 'l'hree more will
rnak" it fifty, an' that will give ther Widder Gill
a mighty good send--off on her wav ter Kansas."
One of the miners, who had been hanging back
t,ecause he had lost over a thousancl dolla1s the
night before, which waR about all he had, came
up and had his name put down. Just then a
J.,,r,;eman rode up to the door and dismounted.
, /ilrl happened to be standing close to the door,
and he was one of the first to get a good look at
him. He was a very dashing sort of man, and
i , could not help adllliring the coal-black horse
l e rode. As the reader might suppose, the
r tn.nger was Percy Ruggles, the gambler and
member of the Danite band that had secret quartel'S in the cave, half a mile away from the mining camp. The villain walked into the saloon
, ith the air of one who considered himself of
rio little importance.
"Good evening, gentlemen!" he called out, familiarly. "I suppose you have got room for a
·
i-tranger here?"
"I reckon we have," answered Stark, the proprietor. "Strangers is welcome ter Gilt Edge, so
Jong- as they show themselves white an' clo ther
rig-ht thing."
"Good! That's the way I like to hear a man
talk. Though I am a sort of soldier of fortune, I
liave always been able to stand the test as an
honest man. My name is Percy Ruggles, and I
hail from Salt Lake City."
The man had such an open way about him that
'nearly all the miners thought lie was all right
though they knew pretty well that he was a g·am~
ble1· from what he had said. He succeeded in
getting accommodations fo1· himself and horse,
f>,nd when he had paid in advance, as was the

custom, Pandy Potts stepped up with the raffle
paper.
"Will I take a chance on a mule for the benefit
of a poor widow?" said the gambler smiling- at
the minel', when he haJ been told ~hat was on
tbc carpet. "Certainly, I will. Here's your :five
dollars anti 1 don't want the mule if I should
.
win it.'1
"That makes jest forty-nine chances, boys!"
shouted Potts. "One more will jest make fiftv an'
·'
then ther raffle will beo-in." ·
"I'll take the last ch;nce, too," spoke up Ruggles. "Here you are. Now let the raffle g-o on."
. ":~ank ye1·, boss. By some strangers droppm mter the1· camp we've got jest six more
chances than we would have got: Hooray! I
reckon ther widder kin sail through ter Kansas
in style now!"
A cheer went up for the widow, and when it
was over the gambler looked at Potts and said:
"So I am not the only stranger in town, then?
Who are the others, if I am not too inquisitive?"
"Young Wild West an' his friends " was the
quick reply. "There's Young Wild W~st an' one
of his pards now. An' there's one of his Chinamen."
. The miner pointed them out in quick succession, but the g·ambler did not bother to look at
the Chin?-man. He had hi,; gaze rlveted upon
the dashmg- young cleadshot. It was evident
that the name of Young Wild West was not enth-ely new to him, though he hardly acted as
though he had seen the boy before. ·
"How are you, Young Wild West?" he observed, after a pause. "Shake handi:: with me,."
. Wilt! rlid not refuse, though he did not much
like the looks of the man.
"I've heard mention of you," went on Ruggles.
"You are called the Champion Dead:ihot ol' the
We,st, I believe?"
"Well. some people call me that," was the calm
retort. "I don't make the claim myself. But l
am always ready to accc>pt a challenge to shoot,
however."
"Well, I am not going- to challenge you. I
don't claim to be anything ver:1 sm:.1tt ·with a
gun, though I do know something about cards."
He laughed, and then invited Wild and Charlie
to have som!:;thing· at the bar with him. They
each took a cigar, and then all three turned their
attention to the -raffle that was starting. Pandv
Potts called off the names and numb.e,rs, and the
men stepped up and threw out the dice in their
turn. Three dice were used, and each man had
three throws, counting the total as their chance,.
The highest score to be made was fifty-four but
seldom 01· never did any one make such a throw.
Fo1-ty-two was high until it came Hop's turn.
Then the Chinaman picked up the dice, upset the
box and spilled the little cubes on the floor But
he auickly picked them up and put then{ back
into the leathe1· cup-or seemed to do so, rath z,r.
The fact was that he put three dice of his own
in the cup. Then he rolled out the cubes.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Potts. "He's got three
sixes!"
"Lat velly nicee thlow, so be," remarked Hop,
as he pu~ them back and rattled them. "Me
wantee wm um mule, so be."
. Then he rolled them out again. To the aston1~hmeYit of t?ose who could see, there were two
s1xes and a five up.
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"Thirty-five in t\"°o th1·owsl" cried the saloon
keeper. ·"I reckon it looks as though ther heathen
is goin' ter take the~· ~ule, boys. If he _ma~e~
anv kind of throw th1s time he's bound teI wm.
The clever Celestial smiled blandly and rattled
the dice in the cup. Then out they came for
the third time.
"Sixteen!" yelled Potts. "Add that up, Stark."
"Fifty-one!;' said the proprietor.
"'Whew!"
.
The miners could ha1·dly believe the evidence of
their own eyes. Hop gave them _all a chanc.o to
look at the dice, and then he picked them up.
But he did not put them into the leather cup.
He very cleverly substitute1 the regular set,
which he had concealed in his left hand. Then
the throwing went on, but no one came anywhere
near to the Celestial's wo·nder:ful throw. Theiy
all marvel1eif at it but Wild and (:harli~. Tl~ey
knew that Hop always carried trick dice with
him, and they were sure that l~e had used them
in order to win the mule. If it had been anything else but an almost worthless mule that w_as
being raffled for, our hero might have ~ade hun
throw in the proper way. But the mmers all
seemed pe1'fectly satisfied that Hop should take
the mule, and when Pandy Potts announced that
the animal was tied out back of the sa}oon, W<!-lting for his new owner to take possession of h1m,
a howl went up.
.
"
,
"Fetch thcr mule around," said one. Lets see
ther heathen ride him."
"Yes yes!" went up from all hands.
Hop '1ooked on, smilingly. But he was not going to let them fool him much. He was not that
kind of a Chinaman.
"Me takee lillee look at um mule, so be," he
observed, and then he coolly walked out of the
rear door, followed by the crowd. The mule was
standinl!' there placidly, and appeare~ to be a_s
gentle as a kitten. But Hop was a little suspicious of him. Ho,vever, he \\·alked up _to l~1m
and had no difficulty in making friends with him.
"You velly niece mule, so be," he remarked, and
the miners 'roared with laughter.
Then he made out that he kissc,l the animal on
the nose and that capped the climax.
"That>'s ther funniest thing I ever seen!" declared Pandy Potts. "Who ever hear<l tell of
sich a thing'? A Chinee kissin' a mule!"
Hop knew considei-able about horseflesh, and
he also knew something· about mules. He soon
decided that this one ,,-as all right,. as far. as
mules w1ent. He thought he could risk gettmg
upon the animal's back. A rope halter was. on
its neck, and, untying it fro!Il the tree, the Chinaman quickly climbed upon its back.
"Whoa, Bully Boy!" he called out. "You allee
samee nicee mule, so be."
The mulie i-emained standing, as if it made ~o
difference to him whether any one was upon lus
back or not. Nearly every one expec~ed to see the long'.earecl animal cut up, but no!hing of the
kind occurred. After a little persuasion Hop got
him movin~, and then he headed for the camp on
the other side of the street.
"Gittee ap, so be!" he called out, and then he
·went at a trot.
Hop landed him where he wanted to and then
he proceeded to give him a chance at the best
fodder there was to be had.

'·Me haYee lillee fun with um mule, so be, be-

for::: we go 'way flom Gilt Edge," he said to Jim

and the g-irls, as he looked at his prize and smiled
blandly,
CHAPTER V.-Hop Sees a Thief at Work.
When the mine1·s got back into the saloon the
conversation soon drifted upon the robbery again.
By this time Percy Ruggles had made himself
quite friendly with the majority of them, and,
when he heard them speak of what had happened
the night before he became v,ery much intei-ested.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were
watching him rather closely, for it occurred to
them that he had come there for the purpose of
making money, in one way or another. They noticed, too, that he kept glancing at them occasionally, as though he did not take much stock
in them. When Pandy Potts explained to him
that our hero had promised to help run the band
of robbers down, and declared that he was pretty
sul'e that the boy would be able to do it, the
gambler shook his head and smiled.
"I don't see how a boy, who is a stranger here,
could find the gang, whrn you say that none o"
the men who have lived here ever ,since the camp
was started could do it. Is there anything· about
the boy that is g'l'eater than the average run of
people-?"
·
Then he looked at Wild and added:
"Excuse me, young fellow! I don't mean that
for an insult, or even an in inuation; I am speaking just as I think."
"Oh, that is all right," the young r!eadshot replied coolly. "I'll answer the question for you:
I hardly think there is anything womlerful about
me. BL1t I have promised '11,1:r. Potts to n,ssist Lim
all I can, and I reckon we'll manage to run down
the galoots, all right. I don't sLPJpose they can
be located so very far from here."
"I haven't the lea,;t idea, being a total stranger here. But I assure you that I will join in the
hunt, and, being a pretty lucky fellow, it may be
that I w·n he the one to find them. I:=< the1·e a
reward offered?"
"No," retorted our hero quickly; "and there is
Ilfl need of anv being off:Pred.
My partners anrl
myself are willing to give our time fo · nothing.
We like that kind of business, you sen.''
"Oh! You do. eh?"
"Yes; ancl we.lmve done quite a little of it, too."
"Been p11etty successful, eh?"
"Very. We never made a miss of it yet. We
are going to strike in the fil'St thing in the morning, and I'll guarantee that inside of forty-eig1?,t
hours we will locate the robbers. After that 1s
once done the rest will be easy.''
"Yes, I suppose so.''
But Ruggles did not act as though he meant it
when he spoke. ,
He quickly cl1anged the subject now.
"How about a game of d1·aw poker?" he qu,:,rie<l,
looking at our hero.
"I seldom play," was the reply. "I don't carEI
to to-night, anyhow.''
"Perhaps your pard plays?"
"Not to-night," :.mswered Charlie.
"Oh all 1·ight. There are others here wJ,o like
the ga'me, I suppose. I don't mind telling you all
that I am a pretty good one at it. I play to win,
too.''
·
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'lThat's ther way ter do," spoke up Potts, nodding his approval. "As soon as I take this money
over to ther widder I'll take a seat in a game. I
ain't quite broke yet, even if I was lifted out of a
couple of thousand in gold dust last night. I never
missed it till this mornin', after I heard some
others say they'd been robbed. If I don't get
ther dust back ag'in I won't starve. But, from
what Young Wild West jest said, I reckon I'm
apt ter git it back."
"You'll get it hack, all right," the young deadshot assured him.
The gambler smiled, but said nothing.
"I think I'll go out and see to my horse befoi-e
I play," he said, rising from his chair. "I always
make it a point to see him personally every night.
I'll be here when you come back, Potts."
"All right," was the reply, and then the miner
went out of one door and Ruggles out of the other.
But the latter did not go to the stable.
lt was now very dark outside, and, slipping
around the other side of the shanty, he started
after Potts, taking care not to let him know it.
The mine1· who had raised the money went over
to the little shanty where she lived, and, knocking
at the door, waited for her to open it.
She did so in a minute, and then he was admitted.
He quickly told her about the raffle, .and then
],anded over the two hundred and fifty dollars
that had been raised.
The widow thanked him with tears in her eyes,
and then hastened to hide the money under a
loo~e board in the :floor.
"It will be safe there until to-morrow, I guess,"
~he said. "I hope there will be no robbers around
to-night."
"I reckon not," replied Potts, and then he bade
h<'r g-ood night and went out.
~ut neither he nor the widow knew that a pair
of eyes had been watching through a window all
th ~t took place.
~ug-g-les had followed the miner to the shanty,
nr.d he had looked through the window just in
tj,,,p to see where the money was placed.
The scoundrel meant to steal it.
But not just then, so he hurried back by a short
<',1t. and wP.;nt to the stable behind the saloon.
He bnrelv took time to see that his horse was
thr··e. and then strolled leisurely mto the saloon.
Potts was ~. little ahead of him, and had taken
n seat at a table.
Yonng Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had not
left the room, .and they were sittin~ on a bench.
wJ,e1·e they could watch the g-amP when it started.
Two more men were found who were ready to
pl:av, and :iust as they sat down in came Hop.
He walked riPht to the uible. anrl, with ?. smile
that was childlike and bland. sat rlowTI.
"Me likee play, too, so be," he said.
"Have you got any money?" asked the g·ambler.
acting as though he did not care to let him come
in the irame.
"Mc gottee allee samee plenty money, so be,"
and the Celestial pulled out a big roll that fairly
dazzled the eyes of those looking at him. "Me
nllee pl.av <'!law pokee plenty, RO he; me win
money, allee samee."
"All rig-ht. You cau take n hand, J guef's. Tf

you win, well and good. If you -happen to lose
it's your own lookout."
"Me no squealee, so be," Hop assured him.
The miners grinned. It w.a.s quite likely that
they thought they had a pretty easy thing of it
with the innocent-looking Chinee. The fact that
he had been very lucky at the raffle did not seem
to have any weight with them at all. Wild had
a strong notion of telling them that Hop was a
card sharp, and that he would simply clean them
out if they played very long with him; but he
decided to wait and see if they meant to play a
square game or not. If they did not he would say
nothing, and let them take the consequences.
"This are what I like-a five-handed game,"
observed Potts, as he shuffled the cards and laid
them on the table to be cut.
"Fivee-hanctee allee samee velly nicee lillee
gar.1ee," Hop answered, and he cut an ace for the
.
deal.
He won, and then he shuffled the cards in a
way that seemed .awkward, though he was really
simply putting it on, and getting certain cards
where he wanted them. His sleight-of-hand enabled him to do things that none of the rest would
think of doing without being caught. He would
let the cards become faced every little while, and
when he straightened them out he got in his fine
work. After a while he was ready for the cut to
be made, .and Percy Ruggles, who sat on his rig-ht,
cut them near the top, and then the deal went on.
Hop had selected the slick-looking gambler for
the first hand, and he meant to make him go clown
deep in his pocket, if there was any sand in him.
He dealt him tl".ree kings cold, and when he picked
up his own hand it contained the four aces of the
p.ack. 'l'he ante was a dollar, and as they all
held enough to warrant them to draw, the rest
went in.
Hop appeared to be a little puzzled when he
looked at his hand. But the man on his left
quickly called out that he would ,a1rn three cards,
and he proceeded to let them draw. They all
drew three cards but Ruggles, and he took two.
Then Hop again loo'<ed at his cards and made out
that he was studying for a mo:nent, Then he laid
dowr, one card and said:
"Me takee only one, so be."
Ruggles docided that this was one of the times
when luck was with him. It so happened that
none of the other three players bettered ·thei t·
hands in the <'!raw. The man who held tlw edge
bet a dollar, however, and then Potts, "·ho sat
next, lifted it a dollar, on general principles.
Ruggles calmly raised it five dollars. Hop pondered over his cards for a moment, and then met
the raise and made it ten more. That was enough
to make the three miners drop out. The gambler
smiled _and made it fifty dollars. He was trying
the Chmaman, to :;:ee whether he had anything
much.
Hop 1'aise<'I it a hundred over his fifty, The
·
gambler met the raise.
"I'll call you! What have you got?" the gambler said, quietly, not moving a muscle of his face.
"Me gottee four lillee aces!" came the reply.
As they wer<' shown to him the gambler gave a
non.
"T reckon rou arP 1.oo much fo1· mr,'' c:aid Rug-

gle,-, and hP got up and le.ft the tao1e.
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Hop now went: to the bar arnl tricke,l the proprietor out of a bottle or whisky. Wild heard of
it and compelled the Chinaman to return the botBui Hop was nu quite
tle, which he di<l.
satisfied with the way things had turned
out. He was always ready to give back anything he stole, when Wild Loh! him to, and he
never felt hard toward the boy for it. Probably
he realized that if it wasn't for his young boss
he would get into a serious trouble some time,
and may have really appreciat ed what he did in
that line. Howe'Ver, he felt that he must have a
bottle of whisky before the night was over, and
he did not want to buy it. Anybody could buy a
a mining camp without buying it? Hop figured
it that he was about the only one who could.
But he knew if he left the camp again that
night it would be against the wishe1R of Young
Wild West, so he decided to do it without his
knowledg e. This was going to be no easy matter, since a watch was always kept, no matter
whether our friends were camped in a mining
camp or out among the wilds of the mountain s.
Hop soon founu out that Charlie would relieve
Jim at midnight, and he resolved to sneak off
while they ,were changing places. The clever
Chinaman took the risk of falling- asleep, for he
knew he could come pretty near waking when he
wanted to, if he only put his mind on it. And
it proved that he could, too, for just about the
time that Charlie was aroused by Jim he awoke.
He heard the two ~alking in low tones, so they
would not distur}' the rest of the sleepers, and
then he cauti01,1ily c1·ept out of the tent. Once
outside, he h-i<d no difficulty in getting off into
the da!'kne~s without being seen. Hop then
walked leisurely towm·d Sta1·k's saloon. lt struck
him to go around to the i-eal' and enter Lliat: way,
and as he rounded the corner of the shanty he
was trying to make up his mind as to just what
scheme he would work in order to get a bottlP. of
tanglefoo t. Befo1·e he could :-;ettle on a plan, he
was interrupte d in his train of thoughts, for he
:-;aw a man step out of the back door and walk a
few steps, and then stop still in his tracks. This
was a rather· quee1· sort of move, so the Chinaman
thought, and he d1·ew back into the shadow at the
side of the building and waited and watched.
Suddenlv the man started off, proceedin g rather
C'autiou,-ly for one who was simply going home,
Hop t1iought. The Chinaman 's curiosity being
aroused, he decided tu folio him and find out
wliat he was up io.
Hop had been long enough with Young Wild
West to know something- about trailing a redskin; and this was only a white man he was following now. so he was quite able to do it :rucce·ssfully. He had not gone more than fifty steps
when he became certain that the man was on
some secret errand.
"Me findee whattee uppee to," muttered Hop,
under his breath. "Me allee samee velly muchee
smartee, so be."
The man moved stealthily and finally paused at
the side of a shanty. When Hop saw him raise
and place his ear to the little window that was
the1·e he nodded and muttered :
"Allee samee velly muchee lobber, so be; me
watchee pletty nicee."
He crept a little nearer, ancl then he recognize d
the man. He was no other than Percy Ruggles,
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the gambler he had been playing poker with. Of
cour.se, the reader understan ds why he was 1here,
but Hop <lid not. But the clever Chinaman was
going to find out all about it, just the same. He
was already convinced that the man was a villain,
but just what he was up to he hud no idea. Tt
might be robbery or murder that he contempla ted. Hop had an old-fashio ned sb<:-shoote1· with
him, but the weapon was seldom loaded with bullets, he generally using- it in playing his my::itel'ious and comical tricks. Just now it was loaded
with red fl.rec-or a couple of the chambers wen'l.
There was nothing in the rest of them. Hop made
up his mind to give the man a scare, if nothing
more, provided he went too far. But on second
thought he deicided to let him go ahead, and if
he found that he did not mean to commit murder
he would not stop him.
"If )-lm galoot allee samee stealee, me tell Mi~Ier Wild; he makee givee back pletty quickee, so
be!" he muttered.
!deanwhil e Ruggles, not knowing that he was
being watc~~ by a very sha!P pair of eyes, came
to the deic1s1on that the Widow Gill was sound
asleep in the shanty. He had located the spot
where she had lifted the board and placed the
money Pandy Potts turned over to her as the recult of the raffle for the mule, and he had an idea
that he could get it from the outside of the
shanty. The fact that he would stoop so low as
to rob a poor widow of the paltry sum of two
hundred and fifty dollars was enough to place the
gambler among the lowest order of scoundl'els.
Having satisfied himself that it was all right to
r-o ahead, he dropped to the ground and proceeded to feel along close to the little building. It
so happened that the shanty was built on poc< s,
and that it was boarded up all around to ll,e
gJ'Ound.
. Ruggl~s knew Just what corner the money wai:t
1n, and it was his intention to pry off a boal'd
and reach under and iret his hand upon it. Lllck
seemed to be with the villain, in a way. It surely was not luck to him that he was being
watched; but as far as getting what he had com.,
for, he was right there! He fo\lnd the very Loar,!
he wa;1ted to ~et off to be loosely nailed. By ditJt
of a httle prymg he soon had it off. Then he lay
Jown upon his stomach and reached undei· tlre
shanty. He knew there must be a box 01· somet~1ing of the kind, and when his fi.ng~rs felt ~i
cigar box, he knew he had found what he wanterl.
H;e drew the box out, opened it, and, ·,.n.ti,-fyin!',
h1mself that the money was there, pllt the boaJ"tl
back. Then he. moved away from the building- to
a_ clump of thick bushes. Hop was right after
him. The scoundrel halted in the bushes and
stru~k a match, crouchi!1g. close to the ground as
he did so. Hop was within a dozen feet to hini
and he could see the money as it was taken fron:_
the cigar box. Placing the monev in his pocket
the gambLer dropped the box, and then came out
of the bushes and started for Stark's saloon, going around to the rear of it. Hop waited until
he had gone, and then he pushed into the bushes
and soon found the empty ciga1· box.
"Me takee Iis to Misler Wild," he muttecred. "Me
tellee '.111ee 'boutee lobber, so be. Misler Wild
!=lO?n g1ttee um money backee, allee samee pletty
qmc-kee."
The Chinaman chuckled and set out for the
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saloon, for he had not given up tlie idea of getting a bottle of tang·lefoot yet. He hid the cigar
box where it would be safe until he wanted it, and
then entered the saloon. It was a little past midnight, but there were a dozen or mo11e men in the
place, the most of whom were playing cards. Ruggles was standing at the bar, a bottle and glass
before him, talking to Stark, the proprietor. They
both looked surprised vrhen the Chinaman ,ootered, with a bland smile on his yellow face.
"Me comee backee to gittee lillee dlink of tanglefoot, so be," said Hop.
"Oh, I see1?" exclaimad Stark. "Young :Wild
West made yer give up that bottle yer took from
here. Well, I reckon I'll stand treat this time.
Drink up, Ruggles; you'll jine us?"
"Certainly," answered the gamblel', who did not
want to show any animosity to the Chinaman just
then, though he fairly hated him.
Hop was very pleasant, and he talked and
laughed in a way that was silly. But he poured
out a drink and swallowed it, just as though he
was of as much importance as any one thel'e.
"Say!" said Stark, looking at him, curiously.
"How did you manage ter steal. them two bottles
of liquor to-11ight? I'd jest like ter know how
yer done it. There ain't a soul as seen yer do it,
though there was no one but you ter lay it to."
"Me stealee velly easy, so be," Hop answeirea,
smiling cheerfully.
"Yes, I know yer did; but how dill yer manage

it?"
"You p-qttee um full bottle on um bar, and me
showee."
"I'll do that; an' if yer kin git away without
me knowin' anything about it, I'll giv,e it to
yer."
He put out a full bottle, the cork being drove
in tightly. That was just what Hop wanted him
to do, since l,e had an empty bottle in a pocket
of his gown-like coat that hall the cork placed
in the same way.
"No,v you watchee, so be," hr said, as he drew
bis big, yellow handkerchief from his pocket, and
the empty bottle at the same time.
No one saw
the bottle, for the handkerchief concealed it from
viEiW. He allowed the handkerchief to fall over
the full bottle, and then, making out that he was
wrappino- the handkerchief about it, he. cl~verly
removed it from the ba-:: and <lropped 1t in the
pocket the empty one ha.cl come from. He maclei a
few 1·emarks and finished fixing· up the handkerchief over the empty bottle, and then stepped
back, saying:
"You allee sameo fool poor Chinee, but me no
care, so be."
"Fool yer?" echoed the saloon keeper. "What
do yer mean?"
"You allee sa:mee puttee bottle on um counter
with no tanglefoot in, so be. You Jookee, and you
findee out.''
Sta1·k did look and found the empty Lottle. Hop
ba<le them good night and hurriedly went out.
CHAPTER VI.-The Mystny of Magic Pass.
Young Wild West and his party arose early the
nPxt n:i_orning;. They meant to start out and try
to find the villains who had i-obbetl the camp, and
they wanted to get at it as soon as possible. Our

hel'O had picked up nothing that would give him
a clue, other than that he suspected Percy Rug·gles of being in league with the robbers. Wild
thought this the moment he became satisfied that
the man was of the "no-good" type. But he had
not the least proo( of it, and that made it important that he should get at work.
"Well, boys," he said to Chariie and Jim, as
they walketl out and tool· a look at the camp in
the dull light of the early monung, "I reckon this
is a pretty sort of a place, when you come to
look it over. This valley lies in a pretty high
altitude, though, for the air is p1·etty cool."
"That's right," answered Dart. '·The sun is
not up yet. Though if it we1·e out on the level
above we would have seen it ten minutes ago. It
is a prett:y tall r:rnge there in the east."
"An' ther only way ter git in an' out i" by
that blamed narrow pass we come through," remarked the scout.
"Whkh tboy call Magic Pass," nodded our
hero. "Pandy Potts introduced me to a man
named Dol'kin last night, who says there are
ghosts and men without heads in the pass sometimes. Dorkins is a very superstitious fellow,
but there may be something in whd he says.
T~y haven't called it Magic Pass but a few days,
and it was because of the story he told that they
gave it that naine. I took it all in, for I could
tell that the man was very much in earnest. I
mean to have him coma here as soon a!'l I can
find him and tell us all about Mag·ic Pass. T
would like to know before we strike out, for there
is where we will go before we fetch up. There
is hardly any place inside the yalJey where a
band of road agents or thieves could be in hiding,
a~ I know of. There may be some hidden caves
hereabouts, but if there are it seems to me that
the miners should have found them in their
search yeste1·day. Where ghosts and goblins are
to be seen live men are to be found, you know."
"That's right, Wild."
They walked out toward the store, which had
just been opened by the proprietor, and then they
saw the very man coming that Wild had spoken
of. Charlie and Jim did not know him, but the
young deadshot did.
"There he walked over and met the miner, who
was an honest-looking· fellow, with a 1·ather simple expression on his weather-beaten face.
"Good morning, Mr. Dorkin," said our hero.
"Didn't s-e1e anythin_g- of any headless man or
ghosts last night did you?"
"No, Young Wild West," was the reply. "I
never went out ter look fur 'em. They're out
~n Ma~ic Pass. I don't like ter see sich things,
~ause 1t sorter makes my flesh creep when I do.
Do yer know that l've been thinkin' about ,:omethin' ?"
"Thinking- about som«:>thing, eh?"'
"Yes. t've been womlerin' if ther ghosts of
Magic Pass could have had anything ter do with
ther holdup an' the1· robbery."
"Real g·hosts an<l men without heads couldn't
do much in that line, Dorkin," and Wild smiled
at the man, though he thought he had just about
hit it thinking thut way.
"Well, J s'pose they couldn't. But since ther
boys coulJn't Jiud no trace of ther galoot:=;, it
makes it look awful mysterious-like."
\
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"It does, t11at's l'ight. D• you mind telling us
just what you saw in the pass the other day?"
"Sartin I don't mind. I've told it about a hund;1:ed time's, an' I'll tell it a good many_ 1;11ore
times, I s'pose. I was out that way lookm fur
some game ther other day, an' about half way
through ther pass I heard a blamed funny sound.
It sounded like somebody filin' a saw, I thought,
an' I wondered who could be filin' a saw out
there. Jest then I heard a ho11e·r laugh, which
sorter made ther cold chills run over me, an'
when I looked up at a little ledge I seen a man
standin' there. But ther man didn't have no head
on! That's somethin' I kin swear ter, Young
Wild West, an' I ain't givin' ter stretchin' things
or tel!in' lies."
"I see. Go on with your story."
"Well, while I was lockin' at ther man without
a head, two poles drops down from anol;her ledge
above an' sticks 11p straight. An, on eich of ther
poles was stuck a skull-a man'.s skn!l, too!"
"A remarkable sight, I should say," commented
our hero.
"I should reckon so!" added the scout; shrugging his shoulders.
"It was enough ter make a feller feel funny, I
reckon," f'aid Dorkin. "But that wc,i'n't all. The>1·
next minute a skeleton walked out on the;· upper
ledge an' begun ter dance like anything! That
·was more than I could stand. Tel' s-ee a man
without a head, an' then two slmlliS an' a da1win'
i::keleton ! I jest tume(1 around an' I it fur ther
camp, I did!"
"A wonderful occuncncc, I must t-ay," '\Vild
rcma:rked, shaking his hearl. "You only i-:aw these
things once, l\fr. Dorkin'?"
"Well. I never went back therr> since. But 1
reckoned that there might be magic about it, ,,o
T proposed that we called thcr pa.ss Magic Pairn,
an' ther boys agreed with me. Thor boys went
right to that Fpot yisienlay, when thl'y was lookin' fur ther gang what cleaned out thel' camp,
but they say tliat they couldn't find nothin' but
solid rock there."
"I suppose you could go right to the exact spot
if you wanted to ? "
"Yes, I could do that, all right."
"Will you g·o with us in about an hour from
now?"
The miner shook his head.
"Ter tell tf1er truth, I don't like ter,'' he an1,wered. But--"
"You come and go with us," Wild insisted. "I'll
r·ua1·antee tliat nothing wi.ll happen to you. We
arf¼ not afraid of g-hosts, and you can bet on that.
If a man ·without a head shows up we will make
hi:11 talk. that's all. Just come over to our camp
as soon as yon get your breakfast."
"'Well, I refused ter go there with ther boy;;
yic'terday, but I might t:ike a notion tcr go with
yon. I've heard that you tln·r>c J,as a way of
do;n' thinp,-s, an' th::i.t yt'r ain't 'frnid nf nothin·.
I rnc1rnn J.'ll !':'n-"
"All ri1:d1t. r.o·,,0 ovor as }'oon ai; you ha,,,
your hr.'.)cekfast."
The miner went on into 1.hr> ,-;to,·e, ancl then onr
hero and his partners h11 ned and walkl'd back
lo tl,p camp. The gil'ls w,'r<' up when they i:;ot
there, but the two Chinamen were still ;;lccplng·.

"I reckon it is about time Hop and Wing were
up," said Wild. "Jim, just give them a call."
Dart soon aroused them, and wheu they appe:1:red from_ th~ tent they noticed that Hop had
a cigar box 1n hrs hand. Cheyenne Charlie looked
at the box suspicious]w.
"'What are yer up ter now?" he asked. "No
funny business this mornin'. If yer go ter tryin'
it you'll git hurt, that's all."
Hop shook his head.
"Me no makee fun, Misler Charlie," he an·
swered, assuringly. Then, turning to Wild, he
held out the empty box and said:
"Misler Wild, !is um box um bad gambler allee
samee takee flom under shanty last n:ght, so be.
He takec money outee box, a.nd len thlow box
in mn buf'hce; me see, and me findee aiiee samee
l\Iisler Luggles allee samee
pletty qnickee.
stcale money."
"What!" cried Wild, in astonishment.
Hop then related the whole circumstancP not
omltting -why he had left the camp while Cl,~··lie
and Jim wcrP changing- watches. Our hero wa,;
more than pleased to h"ar it, for he now felt
sure that his su~picions were correct.
"I rPckon 'I'll ta1-e a walk to that i'hantv while
bre-akfast is be'11g prcpare<1," he saicl, a'fter hP
had thought a. moment. "Hop, just lead the \\~y."
"All·e Ji n·U, rti.sler Vi'ilcl; soonee me v, a ·ee
0

1HTI fac0r-, fiO

h0."

The Crlestial wafS 1·eacls in a v0rv frw minut~",
and the~, ]earing- thr> l'C' t at the camp, Wild follo,w•d l11m to th~ sh,,nty , ·here th.-. 1·01 ·hnry harl
lYen rommitted ·by the villainous gambler. Tl-ie
door npPnecl he-fore tJ,ey got there. and the Widow
Gill rame out.
"G~orl momin'," she said, looking at them in.
surpnsP.
"Good morn;nr·," 'Wilrl answe1·ed. "J;, your hus
band up?"
"My hm:band is dead, an' I'm goin' to start for
Kanfa~ this mor:1in'," f'he a,nfSwercd, :sadly.
"Oh, you arc ·widow Gill, then?"
"Yes."
"Well here is the Chinaman who won thr mule
that ,va~ raffl~(1 for your br>fidlt. But we did not
come he1·0 to cell ~ou that.• ,Tust look and see ic
you have the money you had last nigl1t when you
retiree!."
A frightened look came in the woman's C\ c1
right away: and Rhe ran inside quickly. Wild
and Hop did not have long to wait befor0 «'.1e
came out, wringing her hands in despair.
"Th~r
"I've been robbed!" sl1e exclaimed.
money Pandy Potts give me last night is l"one,
an' ><O is \her rest that I l1ad! Oh. this is; too
bad! Ther robbers was around ag'in last night.
an' they couldn't even leave a poor widow alnne !"
Hop 110w took the empty cigar box fror,1 hrneath · his coat. At sig-ht of it the poo1· wonnn
grabber! it and broke into a fit of weeping-.
"Oh! Oh!" she criccl. "Haye you got t11e
money?"
"No, hut I'll have it fol' you shortly," our Ir o
answered coolly. "Take it easy, Mrs. Gill. \I\'"
know who the thief is, and yo11 shall ha,-,, eve:-y
rlollar of that money in time to leave \ , ', t!,0
,;+ag-e coach. How much was there in tl>e 110 ' ' ; "
''Well, tlrn1'0 was ther two hundred 1c,n' f; rty
what I got from ther raff!E', an' I had thi1-ty--eight
dollars besides. That was all,"
4
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"Two hund1,ed and eighty-eight dollars, eh?
Well, I'll let you have the amount right now. I'll
make the thief give up the stolen money to me,
and he'll do jt in a jiffy, or lead will fly!"
CHAPTER VIL-The Golden Trail.
Young Wild West knew that the stage coach
was to leave at eight o'clock. He had heard that
Pandy Potts a,nd half a dozen mounted men were
go(ng th.rougb the pass with it to see that jt got
through all rjght, for the miners feared there
might be another holdup. That was why the
young deadshot paid her the amount she had lost
from his own pocket. Since Ruggles had stolen
the money, it might be that he had left Gilt Edge
before this. If he had done so our hero would
have to wait until he saw him again to recover
the amount. He explained to the widow how they
came to know of the robbery that had been committed while she slept, and then1 assming her
that he would hav.e little trouble 1n
catchlng the
scoundrel, he b.ade her good morning, and a pleasant journey to her old home in Kansas, and left
her. Hop felt very important, indeed, now, and
, .. hen they reached the camp he was strutting like
a peacock.
"What's ther matter with ther heathen?" inquired the scout. "He thinks he's done a mighty
~mart thing I reckon." "Well, he has," Wild an:,;we1,ed. ''We'll all fo1·give him for leaving last
night and going for whisky."
He then told them what he had done, and they
were pleased to think that the widow would not
be stopped from leaving, as she had planned to
do. As soon as they had eaten breakfast Wild
and his partners went over to the saloon. Quite
a few men were there, waiting for the stage
coach to leave before they went to their work. Our
l1ero looked around, but saw nothing of Ruggles.
"Where is our friend t}.te gambler?"· he asked
of the man in charge.
"Oh, he heard about ther mystery of Magic
Pa:;s last night, an' he said he was goin' ter take
e. ride through it an' see if he could see anything
of ther headless man an' ther skulls," was the
reply.
•
"We)], I reckon he'll see them, all right.''
Wild spoke in a voice that was full of meaning.
Just then Pandy Potts came in.
"vVhen are yex goin' ter start out, Young Wild
West?" he asked.
"Pretty soon," was the reply. "Say, you know
the money you gave the widow last night?"
"Yes. What about it?" and the miner looked
surprised.
"Well, it was stolen from her."

"What!''

The mjne1·s were dismayed when they heai·d
this. Wild thought theve was no need of keeping them in suspense, so he related the whole
thing to them.
"But," he added, ,'l"hen they had recove1·ed from
their surprise, "I don't want any of you to say a
word to that gambler galoot about this, if he
happens to come back. I want to settle with
him. Do you understand?"
"Yer kin bet your life we do!" Pandy retorted.
"Remember, boys! Not a word! Ther g-aloot
ha::; got ter be treated ther same as he was last
night. Young Wild West will settle with him."

Cries of approval went up from all hands. After a little talk on the subject our friends went
back to their camp.
"Now, then," our hero said, "Charlie and I will
take a little ride through the pass, and see if we
can come ac1·oss some of the mysterious sights
that are supposed to be found there."
"Me likee go, Misler Wild," spoke up Hop,
looking at him, appealingly.
"You want to see the ghosts. eh?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me likee takee lillee
lide on um mule, so be."
The scout grinned when he heard this.
"I reckon a mule is jest ther thing fur you, you
heathen galoot," he observed.
"Me wantee makee mule allee samec know me,
so be."
"Well, all Tight," said Wild. "Get your mule
ready. We are going right away."
Hop was not long in saddling the prize he. had
won at the raffie. The mule rud not object to it
much, and when he mounted it there was a laugh
from all hands. Wild and Charlie got on their
horses, and then the three set out. Under the
ch'cumstances Wild thought it best to leave Jim
with the girls. The mysterious happenings at
the camp made him think there was no telling
but that the secret gang might pay a visit there,
and if th>ey once saw the gids they might take
a notion to attack them and carry them off. Jim
would have been glad to accompany them, but he
knew that the girls needed protection, and he was
usually the one of the three to fill that position.
Hop led the way when the! rode off, the mule
going- willingly.
"Hip hi!" he Cl'ied, in his shrill voice. "Me
allee samee havee lillee lace with us ghosts, so
be!"
He managed to get the mule on a 1·un, and as
he passed the saloon and store a yell went up
from the miners, for they all recognized the mule
that they considered almost worthless. Wild
and Charlie rode along at an easy gait, and as
they passed Pandy Potts called out:,
"Maybe we'll see yer out that way. We're
comin' putty soon, yer know."
The next minute they were at the mouth of the
narrow pass. Hop was still in the lead, but it
was not long before Wild and the scout overtook
him.
"This are jest th.er place fur an outlaw gang
ter do business, Wild," Charlie Temarked as he
~?oked up the winding defile and shook his head.
I wonder if it was anywhe1·e along here where
ther holdup took place? ? "
"It was right near the other end of the pass
so Potts said," our he1·0 answered. "When y~~
come to look closely, there are lots of niches and
c1·acks along on both sides that mio-ht be the
entrances to caves. There is one the:e that has
9.uite .a suspicious look. I reckon we'll halt and
mveshgate."
They all drew rein, and Wild and Cha1·lie dismounted, Hop remaining in the saddle. As Wild
steppe~ upon the ground his toe stepped upon
s0Tetl11ng- that ca1;1;sed him to give a start.
Gold dust, by Jmgo!" he exclaimed
. "What!" cried the scout, as he haste~ed to the
side of the boy, who was now kneeling.
The spot was only about a hundred yards from
the mouth of the pass, and as the gold dust was
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lying 1·ight at the side of the trail, it looked as
though it had been recently dropped there. One
thing was absolutely ce1·tain, and that was that
it was not a natural deposit in that spot. Wild
scraped up fully an ounce of the dust and arose
to his feet. It surely was the real thing; there
was no mistake about that. Hop came up close
to them with his mule.
"Allee samee gold, so be," he said, noctctmg
his head.
"You know what gold dust is, I reckon," our
hero remarked. "Yes, Hop, that's just what it is;
and the funniest part of it is that the stuff has
been dropped here. The dust has been washed; I
can see that. Don't you think so, Qharlie ?"
"I sartainly do," retorted the scout.
"Well, we will look for more of it. It may
be that we have struck a golden trail."
The boy laughed when he said this, for he
hardly believed that they would find any more
of the gold. He put what he had managed to
scrape up in a pocket, and then started ahead,
leading Spitfire, his son-el stallion. About twenty
f,eet further on he came upon some mo1·e dust,
which had been strewed along, intentional ly or
otherwise, by th,e looks of it.
"Great g-imlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
as he saw Wild scraping it up. "We've sartinly
hit a golden trail, all 1-ight. Hello! Herc's more
of it!"
Hop now dismounted . He wanted to ta!re a
hand in the search for gold, too. The next mmu~e
he struck a few grains that were almost as big
as peas. They were pa1:tly embedded in the hard
dirt a horse's hoof havmg trod on them.
"Me allee same gittee lich, so be!" he called
out, excitedly.
"Help yourself, you heathen gal_oot!" called
Cheyenne Charlie. "Ther gold here 1s as free as
ther air yer breathe."
The scout was more than interested now, for
there was a certain fascination about it that made
him forget what brought them to the pass. But
Young Wild West remained perfectly cool. He
meant to scrape up all the gold he could, but he
did not lose sight of the fact that they _had come
to Magic Pass to look for the n:1-Y.stenous band
of villains that had robbed the mimng camp and
held up the stage coach. They kept on walking
through the pass, pausing ev~ry now and then
to pick up gold when they saw it. It took them a
full half hour to get to the middle. of the pass,
and by that time they must have picked up five
hundred dollars' worth of dust and small nuggets.
"If this isn't what you call a golden trail I
don't know," declared our hero. "I c~?n't care if
it keeps up for a mile or so further.
But they had about reached the end of it, as
they soon discovered.
CHAPTER VIII.-Cap ture of Cheyenne Charlie.
When Percy Ruggles left the saloon he did so
for the purpose of making a call upon . his
"brothers" in the secret cave. He had no idea
that any one knew he had robbed the Widow
Gill. If he had known it it is likely that he
would have left sooner, with the intention of not
coming back. He had learned that the stage
coach was to leave at eight, and that there was
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quite !Jo little money to be in tb.e bag of letters
the mmers wei-e sending to thelf.' wives and other
re~atives. A great many who had esc,a ped from
bemg robbed decided that they would be better
off if they sent their money-or some of it, anyhow-away , and as the outfit was to be well
guarde_di they felt that it would be a pretty safe
proposition . It occurred to the gambler that half
a dozen of the Danites might ride out, after the
miners, who went a short distance with the outfit
to protect it from attack, had come back. They
could then make a haul quite easily, and send the
driver on his way, under penalty of death if he
refused to go. Ruggles left the saloon but a few
minutes before Young Wild West came there to
look for _him. He 1·eached the secret entrance,
and, making sure that there was no one in sight,
he gave the necessary signal and was duly admitted, horse and all, the same as the day before.
Brother Saul was very glad to see him, as were
the rest.
"How have you made out, Brother Percy?" the
leader of the villainous band asked.
"Fine!" was the reply. "Gilt Edge is a fine
place, I think. There appears to be lots of money
there."
"I suppose you made some last night with the
·
ca1·ds ?"
"Well, not a great deal. But I did ma.k() some
'
in another way."
"How?"
The Danites we1·e m1J<-h interested now. Then
the gambler told how he had robbed the widow,
and they all laughed. To them it seemeJ to be
a joke, more than anything e!se.
"I suppose it's a case of divide up 9 " 4uericd
Ruggles, who was anxious to get hold of his
share of the gold dust that had been taken from
the camp ..
"All money must got into the treasury, except
what is needed to run things," retorted Saul, ·
shaking his head. "We will divide on the fir;;t of
every month."
"Oh, all right, then. I suppose I may as well
keep what I got last night, then. It costs a whole
lot to keep things running, you know."
"Keep it, and render an account of what you
have to pay out for expenses," was the reply.
"What you win at cards is nothing to us, of
course. That is your affair entirely."
They all nodded to this. · Then Percy told them
his idea of robbing the stage-coach that morning.
"It is a little too soon, I'm afraid," said Saul,
shaking his head. "Still, it might work, if the
men come back soon enough. But they ·will be
looking for us again to-day. I have everythingready to give them a scare, if they come too
close. I will appear before them, minus my head;
and if they take a notion to shoot at me they can
do so, as I will have on a steel arm0r unner my
clothes. I am well prepared for thf'm, Brnther
Percv."
"Oh, I know that," was the reply. "But there
is at least .one in Gilt Edge who will not be fooled,
I am afraid. He is only a boy, but he is a very
clever one.
"A boy, you say?"" queried the leader. "Who
is he?"
"Young Wild West is his name. I have hearq
of him often, ancl no doubt you have."
"It strikes me that I have,. A very meddle-
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some young fellow. And one who w3:s }><>rn in
great luck, I should say. ls he ass1svmg the
miners jn their hunt for us?"
"Oh, yes."
"Well, we had better let the stage coach go today, then. We will wait for Young Wild West
to come along. I will show him that a headless
man can walk and ta.lk, and still be invincible to
bullets."
Ruggles shrugged his shoulders. It was evident
that he did not feel the same way about it as
Saul did. But the Danite leader was very confident, and so were the test of them.
"Have you been to b1·eakfast, Brother Percy?"
.
he asked, changing- the im bjcct.
"Yes; I had an early breakfast with the bartender at the tavern.
"V\teU, we are about ready to eat now. Suppose you keep a watch until we get through?"
"Certainly I will. Show me where I can watch
f1·om."
"Show him, Brother Mark."
"All right," replied one of the men. "Come on,
Percy."
He did not bother to use the title, "Brother,"
but the leader said nothing to this. Mark led the
way up a sort of natural stairway to a ledge that
was about six feet above the level of the cave
floor. There was a crack in the face of the cliff
l1ere, and through it the pass could be seen quite
plainly. Ruggles sat clown where he could watch
out and the Danite left him to get his breakfast.
Fifteen minutes Rlipped by, and the villain had
i;een nothing. Then he was relieved by one of ;he
men, and he went down to talk with Saul and the
1w:t Of them. For over half an hou!' tlrny talked,
the conversation being upon what they lw1>ed to
do from time to time as the ,mining camp developed. At length they were intcnnpted uy thrman on watch, who came running to them in an
excited manner.
"A boy ,Yith long hair, a man ·with long, black
hair, an' a hea... hen Chines is outside!" he exclaimed. "They've been pickin' up g·old dust,
too!"
"Young Wild West, I'll bet!" said Ruggles,
springing to his feet.
Then they all made for the ledge. Sm·e enough,
they saw tfie very ones the g-uard had spoken of.
They watched them with no little interest. Saul's
brow darkened when he saw them fingering over
the gold dust they had found.
"Thev have trailed us here by that!" he said, in
a low ,yhl,;per. "But let them dare to climb up
bere ! If they do--"
apt to get their medicine, eh?"
''They'll
.
Rug-g·les inte1Tupted.
"Ye8, Brother Percy, they will surely get thenme<licinl'."
Just then thev saw one of the trio outside
mount his horse and ride on up the pass, slowly.
Saur gave a nod of satisfaction. He auickly
picked out three of the men, and said to them:
"Go out bv the other way and catch that man,
if you can. · Fetch him in alive."
The three immediately left the ledge and ran
through the cave to the rear. Outside. they ran,
taking with them a stout ba~ and a . coil of rope.
They ran around tl1Tough a httle ravme, and then
up a, sho1t slope to a point that overlooke ·! the
pass. As luck would have it, Cheyenne Charlie.

be

who had come on past the place where the g-olden
trail seemed to end, just to find out if it did extend any further, halted right below them and
dismounted to m l,;e an examination of tile
ground. He was out of sight of Wild and Hop,
as a sharp bend intervened. One of the villainou,.Danit·es descended cautiously, the bushes and
jutting rocks concealing him. When he Wall ne2:·ly down the othe1·s followed.
Charlie, all unconscious of the clanger t11at
threatened him, was scratching away in the dirt,
moving a couple of feet at a time. Suddenly he
received a sharp blow on the head, and then, before he could utter a cry, a bag was pulled over
his head and twisted tightly about his neck. He
grabbed for a revolver, but it was knocked from
his hand, and, gasping and stn1ggling, he was
carried up the steep aRcent and out of sight of
the pass. The three villains had done their work
quickly and well. But they were old hands at
that kind of game, and, in spite of anything he
could do, the scout was a p1·isoner. A y,evolver
was pressed againiit his forehead and a voice had
informed him right at the outset that if he uttered a cry he would be killed instantly. But it
did not prevent him from struggling to get free,
however. But it was simply wai;ting strength,
and in a very few minutes he was can-ied into
the cave. All but one man hurried down to meet
the successful trio. Saul and the gambler were
delighted beyond measure, especially the latter,
when he saw that it was the man he had quarreled with the night before. He did not t1y to
keep from being seen when the bag was removed
from the prisoner's face, because he kne,,· quEc
well that the Danites did not propoRe to le~ him
leave the cave alive. Such was not tbeir m..th:id
of doing business.
"So we meet airain, eh, Cheyenne Charlie?"
said the gambler, sarcastically. "But under
slightly different circumstances than the last
time, eh?""
"That's all right, you sneakin' coyote!" r etorted
the scout, who had recovered from the effect of
the blow he had received, and also from his conRternation and surprise. "You ain't got very long
fur this world, so don't try ter git funny."
CHAP'l'ER IX.-The Headless Man Sho,vs up.
Young Wild West and Hop remamed rigl1t
whm:e they were for several minutes after the
scout went further thrnugh the pass. The younir
dea<lshot had scraped up all the gold he could
find, ancl now he was studying the face of the
cliff before him. It had occunecl to him that
there might be a cave there, but he soon hecame convinced that there was not, a s there
was not even a small opening to be seen.
"Come on, Hop," he said, when he was satisfied that they would have to look further. "Let's
see how Charlie is making out. It may be tnat nc
.
is picking Up gold all the time."
"Allee l1ght, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
quickly mounted his mule. Wild mounted also,
and then he led the way around the bend, where
Chai·lie had gone a few minutes before. Much
to his Rurprise, he Raw the scout's horse standjp..,. there, but that was all that was to be seen
in the line of anything living! Charlie was not
there. Wild gave _a whistle, imitating a quail,
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knowing that if the scout hearct it he would sllots rang out just then. Hop uttered a yell
give an answe1·, as it was an old signal of theirs. as a bullet took a piece from his sleeve, and
But no answer came.
Charlie heard the singing of lead within an inch
"This is mighty queer, Hop," said our hero, of his ear. The scout ran for his horse, the
shaking his 'head, as he turned to the Chin'aman. Chinaman urging his mule the same way. Wild
"Something has happened to Charlie, I'll bet!" had started in the other direction, and he kept on
"Lookee lat way, Misler Wild," replied Hop, till he got behind an angle in the cliff. The boy
solemmnly. "May'be um lobbers gittee Misler was as cool as an iceberg now. He knew very
Charlie."
well that the man on the ledge had a head, and
.Just then a wailing cry soundecl near them. that it was concealed in some very cJever manWild gave a start, for he thought of the story ner. and he wondered why it was that he had been
Dorkin had told right away.
allowed to get Charlie away from the two vilTurning his horse, he rode arouncI the bend, lains, wlio were holding him head downward.
for it was there the sound came from. Hop was
"I reckon it must have been my nerve that
rig-ht behind him. The sig·ht they saw was hardly made them Jet me do it," he muttered. "They
one that they expected. Standing on a little ledge didn't think I would try such a thing like that.
dil'ectly before the spot where they had scraped Well, it isn't so much of a mystery, after all.
up the last of the gold dust '\Vas a man without G_harlie must knovy something about what is ina head! There was no mistake about it, either. · side there, for they surely brought him out of a
There he stood, as plain as day. His back was cave or secret passage in the rocks. Whew! The
against the face of a cliff, but his head was golden trail was all 1ight! It led direct to the
gone! On either side of him was a pole hold- den of the robbers. Headless men and ghosts!
ing up a human skull. Hop uttered a cry, for Ha, ha, ha!"
he was badly frightened. But Young Wild West
The clashing young cleadshot laughed aloud, for
was not frightened, any more than he would have he now felt that he was safe. But he did iJ.Ot
been if the man's head showed. The boy whipped think it would be safe for Charlie and Hop to
out a revolver in a twinkling and turned his come along past the double ledge, so he called out
horse straight for the ledge on which the figure for them to remain where they were for a while.
was standing. Hop's mule followed the horse, But he failed to receive an answer, which showed
keeping close be,;ide him.
that they had either gone on quite a distance,
or had been caught by the villains. Wild grew
"I reckon you're a pretty queer-looking man,"
said the voung· tleadshot, coolly. "I can't see very anxious 1ight away. Mounting his horse,
your head, but l know ,•ou've got one. Speak, he rode back about fifty yal'ds toward the mining camp. Then he turned the sorrel around and
or I'll let a streak of daylight through you!"
"Death awaits you!" exclaimed a sepulchral exclaimed, under his breath:
"Here goes for a clash past that place. If any
voice, as the headless man raised a hand and
of the galoots show up and try to shoot me I'll
motioned them back
At the same moment two masked figures on the show them what I can do from the saddle at' full
ledge above appeared, holding the helpless form speed."
of Cheyenne Charlie, head downward! Young
A wo1·cl to the sorrel and he clashed away at
Wild West certainly was astonished now. To see a brealrneck pace. Two shots came from the face
the scout appear before him in that condition was of the cliff as he shot by, but neither of the bulquite enough to sta(rger him. Now he lrnew why lets came anywhere near him. A second later ha
the scout had disappeared, however. Wild de- was out of danger, as far as that point was concided to do something desperate then. Leaping cerned. But a few yards further on two masked
from the saddle, he landed on a rock close to the men jumped down from the bushes on the left
ledge, and another leap and he was on it.
and stood before him with leveled revolvers. Wild
"Back!" cried a voice that came directly from
knew that his life was at stake at that moment,
where the m_an's head ought to be. "Back, or so he did not hesitate to fire. And both bullets
you die!"
went where they were aimed for. The two vilBut Wild paid no attention to him. Step lains staggered and fell simultaneously. On
ping past the headless figure, he reached up anrl clashed the da1ing vounn- deaclshot, unharmed and
seized Charlie by the shoulders, and, with a quick free as the air! The next minute he was met by
pull, 12:ot him away from the two masked men Charlie and Hop, who appea1·ed to be very much
worried. But the moment they saw the boy they
above.
"Hip hi!" yelled I-I op, as the two suddenly dis- let out a shout that echoed through the narrow
pass.
appeared from sight.
"Great gimlets!" c1ied the ·scout, waving his
A g-rnan that was meant to be terrible sounded,
but it had no effect upon our hero. He d1·ew his hat. "Yer got through all right, eh, Wild?"
"Yes, I came right through, Charlie," was the
lrnife and severed the bonds that held the scout
helpless and let him jump down from the ledge. calm retort. "It takes more than a couple of
Then he aimed a blow at the rock, right where masked men to stop me, when I once get started.
the head of the mysterious man had been, and I dropped them, because I had to."
drove it straight. But at that moment the strange
"Yer shot two of 'em, then?" queried the scout,
figure di~appeared, and Wild received a kick in as the bov slo,Yecl clown at his side.
the stomach that :c;ent him off the ledge.
"Yes, Charlie. They faced me with leveled re"Come on, Wild!" shoute·cl the scout, who had volvers, and it was a case of halt or shoot. I
had quite enough of it, foi: the present, anyhow. shot, and mighty quick too!"
"Light out, afore they shoot!"
"Good! Whoopee! Talk about yer ghosts an'
•
Our hero quickly recovered him:c;el f, and seizing headless men! Wow! They're nothin' but a
the bridle rein of Spitfire, pullecl him away. Two gang of outlaws, t1yin' ter scare folks! I 1·eckon •
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we've got 'em goin' now, Wilu. We'll soon clean
out ther gang what robbed ther minin' camp."
"As sui-e as you live, we will!" answered the
daring boy.
"Me velly muchee glad me alivf', so be," ob·
servf'd Hop, shaking his head and breathing a
:;igh of relief. "Me velly muchee 'flaid when me
SN' um man with no headee so be."
"Well, you know he was alive, for he kicked me
off that ledge too quick fo1· anything," said Wild,
rubbing the spot where the villain's toe had struck
him. "I reckon he was too much surprised to do
anything else but kick. And a s for the others,
-they got scared, it seems."
·"Well, I hope one of 'em was Percy Ruggles
what yer shot, Wild," remarked th e scout, after a
moment of thought.
·
''Was he there?" the young deaclshot asked,
quickly.
"Yes, ther iraloot was right there with 'em. He
seemed ter want me ter see him, too. Ther
sneakin' coyote must have thought .I was nevel'
goin' ter git out of that cave. But he got fooled."
'fhen Charlie told just how it was that he had
been caught by the villains, and what he saw in
thl cave. The leader of the band had ordered two
of the men to drag him out on the ledge the
other side of the painted canvas, and to hang him
head down, for the purpose of frie;htening Young
Wild West. But the scheme had failed to work.
CHAPTER X.-Wild Gets Inside the Cave.
Knowing that it was quite certain that tney
would be shot at from ambush if they attempted
to go back, Wild decided tQ remain there a while.
In about an hour the stage coach would be along·,
and then they could join in with the mine1·s who
accompanied iL on horseback and run the band of
villains down. But our hero felt. like making a
toul' of inspection, fo1·, having heard Charlie's
story, he wanted to find the way inside the cave.
"Charlie," said he, "I reckon I'll find a wav
to get up into tl1at cave. It is li::n-dly likely that
the galoots will be on the watch at the place
t,hey took you in. They had a bag over your
head, and know that you couldn't tell anything
about it."
"That's right, Wild. But you've got tf'l' look
~ut fo1· 'em. They seem ter have everything jest
1:'ight there."
"How m:tn.v of U1em are thel'c, anyhow'??"
"Eight, couniin' that gamble!' gak.ot. l P,f'rn
~vE>ry one of 'Pm, I !'eckon."
"'I'hel'e were eig·ht, but now there are only six."
"That's l'ight. You popped over a couple or
them."
"Well, T am going- to fry and find a way to get
in the cave and surprise them, so when the
minern came along with the stage coach we will
know just how to go at them."
"All right, Wild."
"You keep my rifle, in case you need a weapon.
I've got an idea that I can do this all right."
The boy was going to use all his caution, and
if he happened to get caught it w9uld be because
he was unlucky, more than anything else. Leavin« Charlie and Hop at a safe di stance from the
spot where the two masked men had tried to stop
him, Wild started through the pass on foot, keeping close to the rocks on the ri g·ht side. There
was ample chance to approach \\'ithout being ob-

se1·ved by anybody, even if they wel'e watching,
for the rocks were plentiful, and all he had to do
was to dodge from one to the other. He worked
his way along, holding a revolver ready for use
at an instant's notice, and soon came in sight of
the two men he had sl1ot. 'l'hey lay whei·e th e y
had fallen, showing that d eath ' mu'st have been
instantaneous.
"That',; what you get for wearing masks and
trying to stop me," the boy mutterer!. "I don't
like that sort of work, but when such fiend s as
you are try a game like that it is time for vou
to go down."
·
He moved along very cautiously now, ancl it
was well that he did so, for just then he heard a
footst~p near at. hand. Crouching behind a roclc,
he waited and listened. The next minute a man
appeared. Like those who had been shot he
wore a mask over his face. He looked ar~und
f';>l' a moment and then stepped down to the two
s1_lent forms on the ground. The next thing he
did was to beckon to some one Wild could not
~ee, and then another masked man appeared.
l'here was a short conversation between them
and then they picked up one of the bodies and
caniecl it up among the bushes. In less than two
minutes th_e y came back and got the other one.
Then Wild crept after them, feeling sure that
they would take the bodies to the cave or to some
place near it for ,burial. He worked 'his way up
on th_e 1·ocks and was just in time to see them
canymg one of them up the steep ascent, Wild
d!d not wait for them to come back, but started
right after them, 1·elying on the chance to hide
among the bushes when they turned. It was easy
for one accustom eel to following the trails of
1·edskins to move along without making a noise '
and Wild could not be beaten at that soi-l of
work. It was only a sho1·t distance to the r ear
en!rance oi' the cave, Wild found that out very
quickly. · He saw the two men push in Letween
some overhanging vines and disappear r;ght at
the face of an irregular wall of rock. That the1·e
was a split in the c·lifl' there, and that it was concealed b:v the foliage and vines, 11e had no doubt.
The da1fog boy stepped right up to it and li s ·
tened. He could hear the slow tread of the villains a~ they <·mTied the dead body of thei!' coml'ade. Parting· the vines, he peered in. The light
of a lantem that was being held by a third man
illumined the intedo1· of the cave with a wei1'd
sort of e-lare.
'rhe young deadshot saw that thern were lot!{
of nic-hes on either side of the passage that would
afford g-ood places, to hide, so be stepped boldly
in!lide. He went along softly and reached tl1e
place where the passage branched out and formed
the hidden cave. Once there, he squeezed into a
conyenient niche and waited. The body was deposited on the ground about forty feet from him,
and then the two men came back. They passed
within six feet of him, but they bad no idea that
he was there. If they had there would have been
a liYely time of it for a minute or two, no doubt.
The man who bad the lantern was without
a maf'k, and when Wild caught a glimpse of his
face and saw that he was Percy Ruggles he felt
like i;pringin_g out and capturing him. But imch
a course would not do just then\ so he bided his
ti.me. · Two more men joined the gamble1· just
thrn. They were total strangers to the boy, and
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then he was satisfied that I.hey did not belong to
the mining can:ip. They talked in low tones, and
though he strn.ined his ears, Wild could not catch
what they said. Remaining where he was, he
waited until the two masked villains came back
wi th the other bodY: It was laid down beside the
oth 0,·, ancl then the five villains gathered about
th em and held a short consultation. The result
was that they decided io bury their late comrades
1·ight away.
"I reckon the other one of the six must be on
w ~t, h at the spot where the headless man was,"
t hou,rht Wild. "Well, this is quite a snug place
fol' them to hide, but it is like others I have seen,
11o t quite invincible. We won't be long in winding up the career of this gang."
l 1 a few minutes two of the men went off in
ar.other direction, taking with them a couple of
sho . els. This move told our hero that there was
sti l I another way to get out of the cave, or else
they meant to bury thefr dead within it. But
they disappeared from sight, and after the other:,
h::id gone through the pockets of the two that had
fall en under the unerring aim of the deadshot,
they moved toward the front part of the cave. A
couple of minutes later the sixth of the villainous gang came out and took a look at the remains of his former comrades in crime. Then
he departed, and back came the others. Wild
was in no pa1ticular hurry. In a few m~nutes a
whistle i:;oundecl from somewhere, and then two
of the villains picked up a body and started slowly away with it, the third following. In a very
few minutes they came back and got the other,
and then Wild thought it was time for him to
come out of' hi s place of concealment. He stepped
out boldJ v ancl iitarted fo1· the front of. the cave.
Noiselessh • the brave boy Cl'ossed the open space,
passino· t.he part that the villains used as a living place. m, kept <:lo:-:e to the left ,val! of the
cavA, and the next minute he could see where thfl
Jig-ht tam e in. Tt was at the front. As tlu•1°6'
l1ad been no openin.e; to bP seen fr01n the outs ide,
hP was a J-itt!P puzzled at this. uut he readily
11h'1P1·, tood that lh,, opening must bP concealed by
some device.
Tl,e man on watch was the Danite called
Br othe1· Simon. Wild caught f;ight of him a moment later. He ·was seated on a rock, near w!1ich
himg a· couple of ropes. He was peering through
a slanting- openlng, and a s be leaned fo1"\vard to
look out ju~t tlien, the watcl1ing boy saw :,omething that ;::ePmecl to be a cmtain mo'\'e.
"Ah!" he thought. "I understand now. A cm·tain with a hole in it for the man to hide his
head when he showed up on the outside. Quite a
scheme, I must say. But he tried to fool the
wrong one when he stacked up against me. I
reckon I had better take that galoot a prisoner,
and then go on out by the front way. I can do
it all right."
He crept up the short ascent and approached
the unsuspecting Danite with the stealth of a cat.
He stood right over him in less than a minute
later. and still the scoundrel remained peering
out through the slanting- opening between the
hanging canvas and rock. Suddenly Wild sprang
upon him, grasping him by the back of the neck
with his left hand and pressmg nis revolver
against his temple with the right.
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"One little sound and you will be a dead man!"
·
he whispered.
The surprised man gave a gasp, but otl1Prwise
1·emained perfectly silent. It was but the won:
of a couple of seconcls .for Wild to take bis
weapons from him, and then he said:
"Go on out! '£he jig· is up, and if you want
to live a )it.tie while longer you will do just as
I tell you."
Brotber Simon was almost ready to collapse
from surprise and fea1·, but he bad strength
enough to walk out upon the ledge behind the
canvas curtain. The next minute Young Wild
Wei,:t was standing with his prisoner right where
the man withoi1t a head had stood!
CHAPTER XL-The Widow's Departure.
Young Wild West was thrilled with triumph
when he stepped out upon the ledge with the man
he had so easily taken a prisoner. He knew that
he had all but won out in the game, and, the
golden trail he had followed, short as 1t was,
had brought him to the secret den of the robber
g-ang. At the same time, the mystery of Mag-ic
Pass had been solved. He was willing to admit
that there had been a mystery about the gang of
villains-quite a mystery, in fact-but it was
easy to understand it all after what he had accomplished. Since the rest of the villainous gang
were busy bm·ying their dead, he decided that it
woulcl be easy to call Charlie and Hop, and then
proceed back to Gilt Edge. Holding his captive
by the c•ollar, he stepped down upon the roi:k
below, and then to the ground.
"What is your name?" he asked, giving the
villain an extra dig with the muzzle of hi s 1•(•volver.
"Simon," was the 1·eply. "I am a Mormon, 8 0
you had better look out how you handle me."
"So you are Simon, the Mormon, are you?
W.ell, I'll be mighty careful how I handle you.
Mighty careful, too-careful that you don't gPt
a~ay."
'I am a Danite." You know what that mean,,, !"
"Yes, I know. But never mind. I have rn t
Danites beforP. I am glad to know just what YL·,1
are.. Just eome along- with me, 01• you'll be ·upt
to che all of a sudden, Danite or no Danite!"
He ma>;·ched him along until they came in sigltt
of Charhe and the Chinaman. Then ou1• hern
bPrkoned for them to come along with the horse~
and mule. The scout was elated when he saw
what Wild Imel accomplished.
"You've got one of 'em, hey?" he remarked.
"Well, that's putty good, I recko ."
"Just tie him up and swing him over thP back
of Hop's mule,'' was the cool retort. "We'll take
him to Gilt Edg-r. and then we'll come back and
get the rest of them."
It did not take the scout long to bind the hands
and feet of the villain. TF1en he was tossed over
the back of the mule, like a sack of potatoes.
"Walk ahead and lead the mule. Hop," said our
hero, as he mounted his horse. "The distance to
the camp won't hurt you, 1 reckon."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and
then they set out.
Once past the place where the headless man
had appeared they felt perfectly safe. Hop
started the mule on a trot, he running along
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ahead. They got back to Gilt Edge just as the
stage coach drove up in front of the store to get
the mail bag and take up what passengers there
were to go. It so happened that there was only
one, and that was the Widow Gill., She was just
getting into the ve11icle when a shout went up
from the miners standing about. They had seen
Youn{ Wjld West coming with a prisoner. The
men nearly shouted themselves hoarse as they
gathered around our hero and his two companions.
"I reckon yer must have got on ther trail, all
right, Young Wild West," observed Pandy Potts,
when the clamor had subsided enough for him
to make himself heard.
"That's 1·ight," answered our hero, coolly. "We
struck the tmi! almo&t as soon as we got into the
pass this morning. It proved to be a golden trail,
too; and that's how we came to find the robbers.
Ther e are five of them left now, and Percy Rugg-les, the gambler, is one of them."
A hush came ove1· the crowd for a moment.
Then a rousing cheer went up for Young Wild
West. Then Hop stepped forward and bowed
right and left.
"l\le allee samee fetchee one of um lobbers back
on um nicee mule me winnee at um laffle," he
called out.
Laughter and cheers both sounded then. Wild
briefly told them just what he had learned, and
what had been done. Of all his listeners, the
man named Dorkin was probably the most interested.
•
"Then ther headless man has got a head, aft~r
all?" he asked, coming up close to our hero.
"Yes, just as much of a head as any scoundrel
oug·ht to have, my friend. You just come back
·with us, and we'll make him give ~hat little exhibition after we catch him. It will be a sight
that will interest every one, I think."
"I reckon it will," nodded Pandy Potts. "Now,
yer see, Dorkin, it was only a trick after all."
"But if it was it was a mighty uncanny one,"
Dorkin declared, 1as though he could not yet quite
believe that it was anything but a supernatural
proceeding he had witnessed that day in the
pass.
The p1·isoner was fastened securely in the shanty that was used as a lockup, and then the stage
coach was ready to start. There were six of the
miners who had ho1·ses, and they were ready to
accompany the outfit through the pass.
Wild sent Hop over to tell Jim and the girls
to come along, if they wanted to. and, glad to
accept the chance, they quickly mounted their
horses and 1·ocle out. Wing, the cook, alone 1·emained at the little camp, for Hop mounted his
mule and went along with the rest. As they
1·ode alone; Wild told the miners how he had discovered the gold dust on the ground, and how it
had been sprinkled here and there, finally ending at the very entrance to the cave fue robbers
had for their hiding place. It was a wonderful
tale to lif,ten to, but the more thoughtful ones
easily attributed it to the fact that one of the
bags· tf1e villains had stolen must have broken
open.
"It was sal'tinly a golden frail, all right," said
Pandy Potts.
"Yes, and the g'j!ld we scraped up will be put
with what was stolen from you people," an-

swered Wild. "It don't belong to us, you know."
"I reckon we'll all be satisfied fur ye1· te1· keep
what yer found," spoke up one of the miners.
"This is what I call a wonderful way ter catch
a gang of outlaws."
"We don't want your gold," said our hero, with
a smile. "It don't belong to us."
"But you've earned more than that much fur
what you've done fur us," persisted the miner
who had spoken.
"Oh, that is all 1-ight. We don't want any reward for this. We have enjoyed what has happened, so far, and that will pay us quite well."
"Neve~· you mind! Jest wait till this thing
is over. There wasn't a galoot among ther lot
of us what had eyes enough ter strike the1· golden
trail. You had ter come here an' do it fur us,
Young Wi).d West. An' in <loin' it yer found
where the scoundrels what robbed us was hidin'.
You've shot two of 'em, an' brought one to us.
Now jest wait till we git ther rest!"
The stage coach rumbled on its way ahead, the
widow sitting alone inside, happv in the thought
that she would soon be riding over the rails on
her way to her old home in Kansas. The m iners
rode close behind the vehicle, and after them
came our friends, Wild riding at the side of hi.s
pretty sweetheart. Hop was bringing up the
rear on his mule, which he had named "Bully
Boy," but as they neared the hidden retreat of
the outlaw band he forged ahead and got among
the miners. Wild did not try to stop him. He
felt pretty certain that the villains woulrl not
show themselves now. They were no doubt wondering what had become of the man they had
left on watch, and were waiting in the cave with
no little fear. As Hop got alongside the stage
coach the widow reached out and offered him her
hand.
"I want ter bid you goodby," she said. "You
was ther one what seen ther thief steal my
money, an' if it hadn't been fur you maybe
Young Wild West wouldn't have let me had ther
amount t er make up fur it. I thank you very
much, Mister Chinee."
Hop nodded, and then answered:
"Lat allee light, beautiful Melican Woman; me
allee samee makee lillee lose for you to w ear on
um lide to Kansas, so be."
Then he performed one of his magic feats right
on the back of the mule. He took a piece of old
newspaper from his pocket and carefully tore it
into bits. These he rolled about in his hands for
a few seconds, and then a- beautiful reel rose suddenly appeared.
"You takee lis, Missy Beautiful Melican Woman," he said, smiling blandly. "Puttee in you
lovely hair and you lookee allee samee- splendid!"
The widow took the 1·•se mechanically. Slw
was much mystified at the way it had been produced, for she knew nothing of the Chinaman's
cleverness.
"Well, I declare!" she ejaculated. "Who ever
seen anything like that?"
But she kept the rose, though it was but a
paper one that Hop had in his hand, and which he
had ruffled out while making out that he was
fooling with the bits of paper. She was much
pleased at being called a bea11tiful American
woman, too; but as she was not so very good looking· some of the minn!, wE>re inclined to treat it
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as a very good joke. Hop was a flatterer, anyway. The outfit went on past the spot where the
hidden cave was located, and when they reached
the place where he had been compelled to shoot
the two villains to save his own life, Wild called
a halt.
CHAPTER XII.-Gambler Plays His Last Card.
When the villains had buried their late companions they were in anything but a pleasant
state of mind. The sudden defeat Brother Saul
had met with had caused him to realize that it
was a mistake to think that all people were superstitious enough to be afraid of a man without
a head. ·It was he who had posed as the headless
man, and he never once thought that the boy on
the sorrel stallion would pick up sufficient courage to leap upon the ledge and pull down his
partner from the two Danites above. It was
done so quickly, and so unexpectedly, that the
thing ·was accomplished before they knew it, in
fact, And when hi:s two men quickly got out of
the way, instead of shooting the daring boy, Saul
decided that it was time for him to disappea1·,
too. He gave the kick that sent Wild from the
rock, as has been described, before doing so.
What followed this alarming incident completely
broke the spirits of the Danites. To lose two of
their number so suddenly made them feel dazed.
But they gathered together their remaining courage and proceeded to give the dead a decent
burial. But if the Danites were almost disheartened ove1· what had taken place, Percy Ruggles ·.vas actually trembling in fear. Cheyenne
Charlie had escaped, and that meant that it would
soon be known at the mining camp that he belonged to the robber gang. After the burial the
five men came back into the cave.
"Well, I guess we are in for it now, Brother
Saul," said Ruggles, shaking his head. "The
deal has been spoiled, and now we have got to
take the cards as they come. Young Wild West
would not stand fo1· your nonsense, as you see.
That might be all right for somebody who believes in supernatu,1:al things, but he is not one of
that sort. It is a wonder he didn't take you with
him when he got away with his partner."
"The boy is a re~ular demon!" reto1'ted the
leader of the band, shaking his head. "See what
he did when our two brothers tried to halt him
as he rode past! He shot them both, killing
them instantly! No ordinary man could have
done it much ·1ess/a mere boy. Oh, but the vengeance' of the ~ecret Or~er of Danites _must be
wreakerl u·pon Jmn for tlus! He must die a horrible death. I swea1· it!"
Percv shrugged 1,is shouldel'S.
""We;ll have to catch hfo1 first," he said. "And
even if we do catch him, he may get away from
us. The hest thing- to do is to watch for him
and shoot him from the ledge up there."
"I \\"ill ,ro and find out if they have tried to
-pass yet; Brother Simon is there, and he has not
relaxed his vigilance, you can bet!"
Saul clambered up to the hidden entrance, and
when he ;found that Simon was not there he was
again surprised. He even went so far as to pull
back the canvas and look outside. But Br~ther
Simon was nowhere to be seen. Saul qmckly
called his companions. He told them of the
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strange absence of their trusted companion, and
they turned pale.
"I wish I was a hundred miles from here," said
Ruggles, half to himself. "Something tells me
that this whole business is a rank failure. And
it is all due to Young Wild West, too."
"Yes, it is all due to that bov." answered ~au!.
"Little did I think that he would come upon the
ledge and seize the man we had hanging head
down. Little did I dream that he would dare to
come forward, after I had warned him to go back.
But the boy-the demon boy-was as cool as
could be. He does not know what fear is. I
could tell that by his face."
"Well, we may as well make up our minds to
be taken, that's all. It won't do to ti·y to get
away n~'."', for it is a pretty sure thing that they
are wa1tmg outside, and the only way we could
go would be straight to Gilt Edge. There are
five of us, but what could we do against the
wonderful shooting of that boy? He would have
us all down before we could even wound one of
them. I know how he can shoot, Saul."
The leader clenched his fists.
"We must rely on scaring the rest of them
away, if we cannot the boy," he said. "Come!
All help me to get ready for them. Thev will
co.me here again when the miners come ·alon;r
with the stage coach. They are most like!,'
waiting for them. Come! Hurry and help me
get the dancing skeleton ready!" ·
The gambler acted as though he thought there
was no use in trying it, but he hastened to as:-;ist
in the preparations. A gruesome skeleton was
taken from a box that lay in a corner of the
cave and conveyed to the upper ledge, on whic11
the two masked me:µ had suspended Cheyenne
Charlie. The bones of the skeieton were fastenr,l
togethe1· by means of wires and string. A pole
was attached to it, and then it was arranged ,:o
it could be pushed out slantingly from behind the
piece of canvas when the time came to do it. A
string pulled by one of them would cause the
skeleton to gyrate, and the inventor of this p:ruesome plaything really had hoped to frighten people, as it had done the Mormons, when they were
:initiated into the Secret Band of Danitss.'
The "headless man" part of the programme was
really the best thing_he had to put out. But t'1i;;
had failed, and he was not prepared to risk himself befo1·e Young Wild West again. When 1he
boy had s,truck at him with the knife, Saul harl
a narrow escape. But for the fact that there was
a small slit in the canvas directly before his eyes,
he would have been badly injured, if not ki1lecl.
He saw the boy make a move to strike, and he
dodged back, kicking out at the same time. This
move on the part of Young Wild West told him
plainly that the boy knew his head must be concealed, or he would not have struck at that particular spot. Though his bodv was encased in a
sort of bullet-proof armor at the time, his heacl
was not protected in the least. Only a piece of
canvas was between it and the knife. Perr·v
Ruggles knew that the dancing skeleton woulrl
amount to absolutely nothing, so he conjured hi"
brains to think of a way to get out of the scrape
he was in. At last he hit upon a plan. He would
go back to Gilt Enge, declaring that he had bern
a captive in the hands of the robber band, ,wd
that he had made his escape.
Cheyenne Charlie was the only one who co11id
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possibly put up any contradiction to this, and he
meant to try and convince him that he had the
liberty of the cave, but dared not attempt to leave
it.
His horse was tied in the cave but a few yaras
from the entrance to the cave, and when the
canvas was pushed aside one leap over a rock
and he would be out in the pass. But there was
no chance to lea,ve just then, for the villainous
Danites remained right near that part of the
cave. After a while they heard the stage coach
coming. Then they all peeped out and found that
the party had passed, and were not then in
sight.
"It's now or never!" he muttered, and then he
gave a pull upon the canvas, which tore it loose
from above. As soon as he thought it wise to
do so, he rode swiftly for the mining camp. Percy Ruggles rode up to the saloon in a hurry, and
finding a crowd gathered there, at once began to
get in his bit of acting.
"A gang of robbers caught me this morni?g!"
he cried, as though he was very much excited.
"I just got away from them!"
,ils that so?" asked a miner, pulling a revolver.
"Jest hold up your hands! Any galoot as will
rob a poor wielder woman of all ther money she's
got ain't fit ter live! Up with your hands, you
sneakin' galoot! We know all about yer!"

CHAPTER XIII.-Conclusion.
"I reckon we've got to get into the cave by
two ways," Wild said, as the stage coach rolled
on. "I happen to know both ways, and Cheyenne Charlie knows one. He knows the front
way, and he will take half the !llen and go tllE:re.
I will "'O around to the rear with the rest. Jim,
you ca;_ stay out here with the girls, and if any
of the galoots happen to come out unknown to
us you know what to do."
We will follow Charlie and the men selected to
accompany him to the front of the cave.
"I didn't notice that this canvas was down when
we went past here a couple of minutes ago," he
thought, as he came up on the ledge. "It's mighty
funny. Well, if they lit out they will have ter go
ter Gilt Edge. They didn't pass us, that's sartin!"
Down into the cave went Charlie, and once
there he let out a yell that echoed through the
underground place.
"What's the matter, Brother Percy?" a voice
called out, evidently taking Charlie for the gam' bler, who had dusted as soon as he was left
alone.
"Hold up yer hands, ye sneakin' coyotes!" commanded Charlie. "I've come back ter see yer
work yer ghost tricks!"
The villains turned, as though to run the other
way.
,
"Lookout fur 'em, Wild! They're comin' that
way!"
.
"Whoopee!" came the answering ay, and then
the four Danites stopped running.
"Up with your hands, you sneakin' coyotes!"
roa1·ed Pandy Potts, who was one of Charlie's
men. "Ther time has come fur yer ter dance on
nothin'! Hooray fur Young Wild West an' Cheyenne Charlie!"

"We surrender!" called out Saul, throwing up
his hands.
Young Wild West now went to the mouth of
the cave and called Jim and the girls to come up.
"Now, then," said the young deadshot sternly,
"you ?0 ahead and ~how that little trick of ··ours.
Don't hesitate about it, either. If you do, my revolver might speak mighty sudden."
Charlie untied him, and, walking to the canvas that was on the inner side, he placed his head
in a slit and stood perfectly still. As the canvas
was pulled aside his body showed before those
below. It was just the:r:i that Jim Dart came
across the skeleton that was all ready to thrust
out. He caught the end of the pole in a crack
in the rock, and then he proceeded to pull upon
the string. The fleshless feet of the skeleton almost reached down to the place where Saul's
head ought to show, and the antics Jim made the
thing cut up caused the miners to look at it with
no little awe. Suddenly Wild knocked down the
remainder of the canvas and gave Saul a push,
which made him leap to save himself, and he
landed on the rock below, and then upon the
ground. Brother Saul's eyes snapped.
"You are a demon, boy!" he said.
"Oh, no! I am nothing like that, I hope. You
are a very clever scoundrel, however. But you
couldn't fool me, that's all. Now, perhaps you'll
tell us where Percy Ruggles is. He's got to
swing for robbing the widow last night."
"I don't know where he is," replied Saul doggedly.
"I reckon we'd better make a search for him."
They did make a search, but it resulted in
nothing. Then they all turned toward the mining camp, the miners carrying back their recovered booty in triumph. Arriving there, they
found that Ruggles was a prisoner, awaiting
them. Pandy Potts was selected as judge, and
he was not long in selectino- a jury. Then a trial
was held. None of the villains pleaded guilty,
and they were sentenced to be hanged without
delay. Before he was dragged away by the excited miners, Percy Ruggles made a confession
and gave up the sum of money he had stolen from
the Widow Gill. Lynching was distasteful to ou1· ,
friends, but they realized the conditions of life
where it was practiced, and they were forced to
agree that there was hardly any other way to
keep anything- like law and order. The laws of a
State are one thing, but to carry them out in
all cases is another. It surelv could not be done
in a place like Gilt Edge. The miners made a
holiday of it, and Stark did more business than
any day since his saloon had been running. But
the men behaved themselves pretty well, consid·
ering the large quantities of tanglefoot that they
consumed. Young Wild West refused to take a
reward for what he had accomplished, and forced
the miners to take the gold dust that had been
picked and scraoed up in Magic Pass. Our
friends left Gilt Edve the next day, satisfied that
if the" wanted any fm-ther adventures thev would
have to look elsewhere, for there was too good a
set of men there to make trouble. The Golden
Trail was but a short one, but it had led them to
solve the Mystery of Magic Pass, just the same.
Next week's issue will contain: "YOUNG WILD
WEST FIGHTING THE INDIANS; or, THE
UPRISING OF THE UTES."
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CURRENT NEWS
CASEY'S PIPE KILLS FISH
Nick Martin, one of the seinemen at the Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City. N. J., while helping to draw in the big net at · the end of the
season, lost his favorite pipe from his teeth as
he leaned over the railing.
There was a swirl and a splash about the
spot where the pipe hit the water inside the
net. The husky netmen :finished theh- haul and
started to sort the hundreds of :finny beauties
in the troughs.
One seineman noticed a wide bulge at the
gills of a big cod. When he picked the :fish up
he found Martin's "mickey," known as a "Casey's
pipe," crosswise through the gills. The cod had
either choked to death or been overcome the
first time he hit the pipe. He was dead as a
doornail.

ARREST KEEPER OF "TRICK SALOON"
Revenue agents who have been operating in
Brooklyn, N. Y., led Peter MulJer of 1033 Gates
avenue before United States Commissioner
Henessey the other day and repo1ted him as
owning the :first trick saloon located. They declared, they entered his place, and, in spite of
a spring board and several ya1·ds of string, devices alleg·ed to have been p1·epared for the purpose of destroying evidence, they were able · to
accuse him of having sixteen glasses of whiskey
and a three quart pitcher, also fully loaded.
Muller and his bartender, William F. Kreth,
were held in $1,000 bail fo1· further examination.
The Muller bar, viewed from behind the scenes,
the agents said, resembled nothing so much as
a circus trapeze before it is sent aloft. They
declared a pitcher of booze was balanced so that
a slight tug on the string leading to the conTEST BATTERIES WITH A POTATO
tainer's hanclle would send i,t crashing on the
If you a1·e away from home ~nd have to d~al · floor. The springboard, they explained, was jn
with a storage battery of which the polanty · readiness to send sixteen glasses of whiskey into
markings are obliterated, here is a s~mpl~ test oblivion. Neithe1· Muller no1· the bartender had
that will instantly reveal to you which is the time to pull the string or jump on the board, it
positive and which the negative pole. It is was stated.
given by Windsor Crowell in the Popular
Science Monthly.
ARTIST WIFE MADE COUNTERFEIT
Get a fresh potato; cut a slice off one side,
BILLS.
and stick the terminal wires into the cut secWhen , OTmond Danais, employed in the Remtion about an inch apart. The potato in contact
with one wire begins to tum green. This is the ington plant, Bridgeport, Conn., was arrested
positive pole, therefo1·e the other is the nega- charged with circulating $1 Federal reserve
notes that had been carefully painted over to
tive.
Suppose you have no potato handy to make resemble $10 and $20 bills, his wife, Mary, a
the test, proceed ~s follows: Pour a little. of the miniature painter, came forward and attempted
electrolytic solution from the battery mto a to shoulder all the blame herself, even after her
glass, place both wires in it, well apart, and husband in his confession had sought to incrimwatch the bubbles rise from them. Many more inate her.
She admitted that with the aid of high-grade
will 1·ise from the negative side than from the
inks and the most delicate of pens and brushes
positive.
she had altered many notes. The chief excuse
advanced by her and her husband was that
ADVENTURES OF A BANK NOTE
they had four young children to support on his
A lady passing down the Rue Richelie~ )rnd sala1·y of $23 a week.
tbe misfortune to lose a pocketbook contammg,
The workmanship on the altered biHs is said
among other valuables, a 1,000-franc note. by the agents who have been ti·ailing Donais
The pocketbook was picked up by a chair- for months past to have been remarkable. The
mender named Renaud, who lives at Mo1+treaux; first was passed last October, and the man,
he placed it very carefully in his pocket and when questioned, said that he must have got
proceeded home. It is not often that a chair- it through. a company from which he had bormender has occasion to change a note for that rowed. Since then he has been under surveilamount, and Renaud, recognizing the impossi- lance day and night. The Secret Service men
bilitv of turning it into gold without detection, say that he passed another note at a Milford
agreed with a friend to do the ):msi1:ess for ~he drug store, and still another at Mendel's drug
consideration of 100 francs. This friend, Lucien store, in the Grand Central Terminal, New York
Mathern. also a chair-mender, was in his tum City. They held off, however, until certain that
:filled with apprehension. The difficulty was he had no confederates.
solved with the aid of a horticulturist 1;amed
Last week they arranged with the RemingSimonnet, who kindly consented to buy himself ton Company to slip two ma1·ked $1 bills into
a horse for 300 francs and return the change. his pay envelope. One of these marked bills
Renaad was thus richer by 600 francs. All might turned up as a $10 note at the First Bridgethen have gone well if, two days later, it had port National Bank, and Donais was then arnot been discovered that the horse had been rested. He was held in $1,500 bail when arstolen froro a dealer at Meaux. This led to the raigned before United States Commissioner
arrest of the ti·io, and later in the day the police Lavery lately. His wife was paroled in the
put their hands on the ho1·se thieves.
custody of her attorney.
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LOST IN FEUDLAND
-OR-

A BOY IN ''MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
I

CHAPTER XVI. (Continued)
"Then ye don't object at all?"
"Not a bit. They both seemed to be trying to
help us when all this racket back yonder occun·ed.
t like Pony and I like Mr. Turley, who is trying
to 111ake peace between your two clans. Why not
QOI).tinue to let tji.em go ahead in their own way.
I, for one, don't believe they will turn against useome what may/1
Djck gri1JPed Brankston's hand.
"By Gran.py; I believe you're right.''
Callahan turned to the pl'eacher and to young
Turley. "Men, yore free. Out 'em loose, boys.''
This to his own men, who obeyed and seemed relieved at this amicable end to what had at first
threatened to be a furthei· quarrel between the
old preacher and the son of t}1eir leadei·.
Not only were the two :released, but Dick told
two of hfs own men to mm.mt behind the others,
"Heres a horse apiece, '.Parson/' said he. · "6ur
famblys may be at war, but I can't do otherwise
to you apd the brother of the gal I intend to
marry, whether Bad Anse says yes or not."
"No, Dick," gently retu1·ned the preacher,
"Yore short on hawses M hit is. Me and Pony'll
keep on ridin' behind for a while, anyhow. I
thought, when ye_onderstood jest how I felt and
110w I've tried to show my feelin's for you and
Viny, you'd drop thelfl s'picions and remember
that weuns may be kinfolks yet, arter all this
blows over."
With these matters comfortably adjusted,
Brankston once more rode forward, while Sister
Mercy smiled encouragement ;at the parson, at
Dick, and at Pony, who sheepishly declared:
"burn me ef I wouldn't walk the balance of the
night, ruther than 'casion any trouble to Dick CalJah.an. Dick's all right-Callahan or no Calla-

han-"

"Sh-i;h-sh, nephew. Enough is enough. Let's
go on in peace."
"Say, parson," interrupted Dick, pushing the
papers back into old Harve's hands, "you take 'em.
I've a notion that when Viny and me says yes together, you'll be the one to hold the good book, and
tell us we're one at last."
Turley said nothing. but as lie put back the
papers he winked prodigiously, to Jet Dick know
that he understood.
They s-oon reached a cross-roz-.ds, where a man
with a l'ifle stepped out from behind some bushes.
"Halt!" said this intruder. "Ef yore G<1l1ahans, I'm here for· a purpose. E f yore Turleys--"
He threw forward his gu;n and pulled back the
hammer, at the same time covering Deputy-Marshal Callahan himself.

CHAPTER XVII.-Fred Makes a Capture.
At some_thing he alone noticed in the othe1·'s
~ann~r, Dick thr~w. up one hand, making a pecuh1;r sign, then, nding forward, he shook hands
wi_~h th~ newcomer, saying:
Her~ s news from home, and mebbe from Bad
Anse h1mself1 fe!!ers .. Speak up, man, and let us
This last to the other
know yore ahvc.
"Ef thar ain't two Turley men a~ong ye
~hat's my eyes good for?" exclaimed the new ar~
rival, glancing suspiciously at Harve Turley and
Pony. "I hopes ye know what yore all at?"
"We're among friends, all right. This is Parson TU1·!ey and my i_ntended brot11er-in-law. Ye
know :ine, Ef my friends ain't yore friends, and
the fnends of all the Callahans, now is the time
for ye to up and say so. Ain't that straight
goods?"
Dick in saying this look~d at the newcomer
res~lute_ly. The othe;· men joined in a chorus
'
saying m efl'eot:
"These Turll)ys ai-e all right. We knows what
w~ 1lcnows. ~sk Sister Mercy .there. She knows."
~es, yes, exclaimed the sISter. "Everyone is
all right here. If you have news let us have it -"l.t
once."
, It was plain th.at the siste1• wa,,; anxious for hN·
mece, and Malv1na, who had so suddenly been
taken away by Bad Anse.
T~e ma\l v~ho had thus .appeared seemed to l."ivo
up hls sus}.)ic10ns.
"I know you means well, and 1:,0 does Dick. But
Bad An.~e is irono with twenty or more mcnwhar do ye think now?"
"We <lon't think anything·. Out with it! Is he
gone back to my ~athcr's?" Dick flung this out,
not because he be!Jeved it, but because it was the
first thought th~t came into his head. He was
more than surprised when the man continued:
"Rig~t thur's whar he's «one. A party of u~
scoutln down this way ran into them. \Ve dodii;cd,
fer they were three to our one. But we saw 'em
tu:rn up our road, and we came a-jumpin' for
remforcements.. vye knowed Dick was clown this
way, but we d1dn t want no more ambushments.
Our men are back half a mile, and they left me
~t the cross-roads, to w.aylay ye all. We knowed
m reason'that you'd be comin' this way after 'em
'
and--"
"Yes, yes," interrupterl Dick irnpatiently. "Was
them two gals with 'cl"1?" The man nodded.
D:o!!k broke f01tl1 again. "What ye <loin' keepin'
we alls here talkin' over nothin''? Lead on to
wbat our men "1.re?"
In a trice the cavalcarle was on the move again.
Callahan himself forcing theh- horses forward at
greater spcerl. Presently they rehwrl up at another crossroads, one of v,;hich ~Pr] to the left down
Pever~l ho~·,emon
into thP Turley <'"llntry.
emerged from the wo0dl', joining· Dick .and his
men, the uniter! force<:: now arnounting to more
than a score.
"Are ye »till with us, Parnon ?" clenanded Dick.
"E,f not, here is a clear road down to yore own
bl'other's ranch. But as for mo ancl Brankston,
we're g-oin' after our gaL,-a.in't WP, Fred?"
0

('ro be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES .

.FRENCH ARMY MAY NUMBER 700,000 MEN,:;
An army of 700,000 men must be maintained
by France until enemy countries "show their good
will by executing the terms of their treaties," in
the_ opinion of government officials, says an Associated Press dispatch from Paris. Plans in contemplation call for 50,000 conscripts constantly
un1er training, eighteen months' se1·vice being requned of each man. Enlisted men and conscripts
will receive pay equal to the wages earned by
industrial workers, less the cost of food and lodging provided by the government. It is expected
that a bill to carry out this program will be introduced in the Chamber in June next.
AKRON GAINS 139,368.
With an increase of 139,368 in its population
during the last decade, Akron, Ohio, with a 1920
census population of 208,435 has gone ahead of
Kansas City, Kan., Dayton, Memphis, Nashville,
Syracuse and Albany. Akron's total increase was
the largest in number thus far reported in the
fourteenth census,
. Rankino- as the eighty~first city in 1910, Akron's rate of growtl1 in the last ten years was
201.8 per cent., which places it now just below
St. Paul, which is the next largest city having
reported this year, with 234,595,
Wichita, Kan., with a 1920 census of 72,128,
shows an increase of 19,678 or 37.5 per cent.
VAST FORTIFICATIONS OF METZ.
An article by Colonel E. M. Blake, C. A., in the
Journal of the United States Artillery, speaking
of the modern Metz fortifications, says that the
turrets containing the Krupp guns can· be manned
and supplied without ever exposing a man, as all
batterie::; are connected with other works of the
'·Feste" bv deep subterranean galleries. Miles of
these galleries have been cut, with a cross section and grade to allow men to circulate rapidly
when needed, and one finds complete kitchen,
bakeries, bathing and toilet rooms for the garri-·
son, large recreation rooms, electric lighting and
power, and a complete system of forced draft
ventilation.
SNUFFING OUT A GAS WELL.
The largest recorded gas blaze was at 'fa.ft,
Cal., last July, where the ·well blazed for ten days
anrl nights, 180,000,000 cubic feet of gas being
consumed every twenty-four hours. 'l'he last of
six attempts to extinguish the blaze by ordinary
methods made use of twentv-one 3-inch lines and
nine 4-inch lines, through ·which twenty boilers
and eleven rotary pumps threw steam, water,
mud and carbon tetrachloride into the well. The
use of fielrl howitr.crs was also considered, bnt
the available artiller;,' was too small to accomplish the task. Finally it wa~ decided to use explosives, which were conveyed in a large package
covered with heavy sheets of ashesto,, and with an
electric prime1· over the well between two derricks e1·ected at safe distances for the purpose.
'Vl'hen the proper spot was reached, the explosiYes

were set off electrically and the gas-well fire was
divided into three sections. The section at the
point of explosion was moved away from the
column in a horizontal direction, the upper section was blow,n upward and beyond danger of .
ignition of the gas column, while the lower section was snuffed out just like a candle.
FISHING WITH HANDS
It is hard to believe that human beings can
become expert enou~h at swimming and diving
to be able to catch fish in their watery home;
yet it is so.
The native Hawaiians a1·e the one~ who do it,
and it is a common sight in the districts that
are not densely populated to see m~n, women
and children engaged in thus catching fish,
shrimp and c1·abs.
Somethlles they crouch in shallow water and
feel around the coral and lava bottom for the
creatures. So skillful have they become by practice that even the swiftest :fish rarely escape.
They can seize a crab and jerk him out of his
rocky lair before he can use his claws.
The Hawaiians are assisted in this mode of
fishing by the fact that many species of Pacific
Ocean fish hide themselves in clefts in the rocks
and lie there when danger threatens.
This habit is utilized by the men and boys
to catch those :fish which live in deep wate1'.
They tie a bag around their wa,ists and dive
straight down to the bottom. There they hold
fast to a rock with one hand, to keep themselves
on bottom, and with the other feel and grope
in the crevices or under the overhanging J'ock
ledges, till they get their hands around a L,h.
Then they put him into the bag and grope for
another one until they have to ascend for air.
A daring kind of fishing is that for the octopus. The Hawaiian dives to the bottom and
pokes a stick into crevices and holes in which
the octopus loves to hide When the stick touches
one of the ugly things it inva1'iably takes hold
so tightly with its tentacles that it can be
dragged forth. The moment the :fisherman has
thus hauled it out, he lets himself ascend. He
goes up so fast that he reaches the surface before the angry and stubbom devil-fish has made
up his mind to let go its hold on the stick.
When he reaches the ·surface the Hawaiian grabs
the octopus and instantly bites deep into its
head, thus killing the brute at once.
Another rather daring form of fishing is that
for the ula, a species of lobster. When the fisherman is ready to go clown for this creature, he
wraps his 1·ight hand in a long piece of cloth.
Then he dives and feels around with his bandaged
hand until he finds the ula. Frequently he will
wor°;, so fast that he will bring up two or three
u]a,; from one dive.
Now and then the :fisherman finds a puhi in a
hole instead of an ula. Then the bandage does
not save him from being badly bitten, for the
puhi is a great sea ell of immense strength and
with jaws set with immensely sharp teeth.
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GOLD

FIEND

By Kit Clyde.

"Gold! gold!" muttered the sentinel to l•imself

as he paced the <lreary battlements. "Gold! Whal

would I not do to possess this?"
He glanced down at the glittering lights in the
neighboring citadel an<l breathed a heavy sigh.
"And if I had gold, the glittering ore," he
added reflectively, "what good would it <lo me?
Would it not fly from my hands like chaff-like
many a good coin of the precious metal has done
before? And yet methinks I would be more
careful of it; I would treasure it more than I
have hitherto done.
"I would make a god of it," he went on. "Worship it, and no longer would I pace these lonely
battlements, my feet crunching in the frozen
snow, my cheeks blanched with the wintry wind,
and my limbs as stiff as the handle of a battleaxe.
"No, no! I would enjoy myself, spend the
good old Yuletide as other folks. Ah, me!" (here
he sighed), "I would sell myself to the Evil One
only to be allowed to pass the remainder of my
life in comfort."
He glanced timidly around him.
As he gave utterance rather loudly to his
thoughts he fancied he heard the rustling of
leaves, but there were no leaves there to rustle,
and he glanced wonderingly up to the dark
towers abov-e him.
Presently he heard a footstep.
This time it was not imagination; he was not
Jlone; a dark figm·e stood a few yards distant
In the shade of a buttress.
'J'he sentinel clutched his halberd and prepared
to give the challenge, but he sta:rted back with a
cry of honor.
A figure answering the description of the foul
fiend himself advanced toward him.
The soldier would have fled, but he was rooted
In terror to the spot until the voice of the strange
being spoke:
"Victor Stanton, I have heard your speech; are
you willing to be mine if I make you 1·ich ?"
"Ay, marry am 11" crierl the soldier, eagerly
~-embling· with excitement in every limb. "I will
l,e thine, I care not what may become of me when
I am dead."
"'Tis well," said the specter.
And then on the stone wall of the rampart
the1·e jinkled a bag of gold.
The soldier stretched out his hand to clutch it,
but the voice of the specter restrained him.
"Hold! First I must demand of thee two
promises."
"Name them," gasped the soldier. "I will
promise anything, brave anything for you,
even--"
"Enough; it is not much I require of thee.
Firstly, it is this: that you visit the vault of yon, der church. There you will find a silver coffin.
Its contents, instead of the remains of the moldering dead, you will find to be gold-gold untarnished; and all-all shall be thine if you faithfully fulfill my second reque11t.''

The ,;oldier tremliled violently even to the chattel'ing of his teeth.
"Listen; my second l'equest is that you will
mention no name but mine when you are in danger, or stand in neerl of spiritual aid. Do you
p1·omise ?"
"I do," replied the sentinel, his voice sotmding
hoar1,-ely on the sharp wintry air.
The next instant he was alone, anxiously
awaiting the hour of hi,; relief, and eager to ascertain the truth in l'egard to the silver coffin
and its precious contents.
At the first opportunity he left the castle and
sought the sexton of the church, who was busy
filling in a g-rave, and the soldier begged of him
to let him enter the chapel.
This time-honored and sacred pile had once
been the chapel of a wealthy monastic order, suppressed at the period of the Reformation, and
near the altar was a shrine where pilgrims from
every clime fol'merly 1·esorted owing to its inclosing a fragment of the true cross.
There, mingled unceremoniously together, were
mitres, crosiers, shields, spears, battle-axes, and
helmets, emblems of conquests and honors and
dignities that had long passed away.
The settirw sun cast his mellow radiance
through the richly painted westem window and
tipped with the living luster some ot' the
figures, which were of the size of life and finely
sculptured, and as the l'estless and agitated
soldier gazed at them he thought if those they
represented were living what tales of mingled
.
joy and sorrow they could tell.
Having traversed the chapel ancl affected to be .
deeply interested in every detail, the soldier
again approached the sexton, who now wHh lowered head, appeared to be reading the inscdption on a tablet in the center aisle.
"Good man," said he, "I wish to descend into
the v:iult. You may consider it a Coolish .Cancv
of mme, but I wish to gratifv it. Whei-e
·
·
the door?"
"No-Jno," said the sexton, "you cannot go
there; not fo1· the world. Ou1· IJa!'gain is ove1-'
now we must retire."
"Wl~y so?" demanded the soldier, haughtly,
and w1t~1 _sou1e. fiel'~eness,Jor the thirst of gold
I am not accustoml"d
was burnmg his vitals.
to refusals when 1 ~tate my wishes. Lead theway, old man."
"I dare not; our wo1-tliy priest is moist paJ'iieular concerning the sanctity of the dead. M v
P!ace would not be worth a groat were I to l'isk
his anger."
. "Then you refuse me?" demanded the soldier1
his eyes glaring with vindictiveness.
"I obe:I'.' my orders," was the reply, "and vou,
as a soldie:i:, should k1:10w what that means. That
vault contams the rehcs of many illustrious perso!'!ages, and, I am told, the relics of a king."
_The _very reason why I am so desirous of ente_rmg . 1t ! See. here, I have a lamp, trimmed
with 01! that will cause no ,smoke; give me the
~teJs, and show me the door, that I may unlock

is

l .

'.'Nay, nay! I have answered you already. What
thmk you can see? dusty shelves and leade
n
coffins. Come on, sir, let us hence."
"Hold! here is a talisman. Will that tempt
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you?" said the soldier, placing a gold piece in his
hand and yet another . "Surely these will aid me
to so simple a boon?"
The sexton struggl ed hard against temptat ion,
but the gold felt so heavy, so compac t, so smooth,
that he faltered .
"Vvell," said he, drawing a long, heavy sigh,
"if I must, I must; but I would rather it should
not be, for I feel a present iment that no good
will come of it."
"Then here is another piece to put on thy
patron' s shrine. What say you now?"
The aged man spoke not another word.
Taking the key from a hook, he led the way
to the pondero us door, and unlocke d and opened
it.
The vault was large and gloomy , but dry and
free f1·om gaseous air, so that the lamp burned
clear, and the soldier could see the escutch eons,
hatchm ents, and other funeral emblem s decorat ing the walls referrin g to those who were calmly
sleepin g in the closed-u p recesse s, while coffins,
pile upon pile, occupie d the center, forming it
into passage s, and one short, massive pillar, like
those sometim es seen in the crypts of ancient
churche s, support ed the roof.
"Well, sir," said the sexton, when he had answered the soldier such questio ns as he could,
"are you satisfied now? You have seen all that
mortal can_ view with his eyes."
"Nay, there you are wrong," replied the soldier, with a false attemp t to smile. "I have not
yet accomp lished that for which I have so handsomely paid-th e coffin of one in whose service
my grandsi re fought should be here, and I have
decided to stay until I discove r it."
"Good heaven s!" gasped the sexton in alarm.
"Remai n here! when I am ah·eadv shiverin g as if
I had been seized with the chill of death? "
"You need not stay," retorted the soldier,
scornftt lly. "You spoke of yom duty a while
since; remembe1· that it is part of a soldier' s duty
to reveren ce, but not to fear death."
The sexton could say nothing against this.
In fact, he was eager to test the genuine ness
o:f the gold he had so easily obtaine d, and that
was why he was so anxious to get away.
"Now you are here, sir," he fawning ly said.
"I am totally in your power. I cannot co:rnpel
you to leave-s ay, do you think you will have
finished your search in about an hour or so?"
"In about that time," was the curt reply.
"Then I will leave you, and 1·eturn to lock up
the chapel before night."
"Ay, leave me," said the soldier, "to pursue my
search alone. Your talk distract s me, and dallv·
ing wastes my time."
In amazem ent at the soldier' s resoluti on and
choice, the sexton departe d; but, being unwillin g
to leave the strange r in uncontr olled possess ion
of the saci.,ed edifice, he turned the key of the
vault in the lock, and then locked the outer door.
" 'Safe bind, safe find,' is my motto," he muttered, as he locked also the graveya rd gates.
"Who can he be, I wonder ? He looks like one of
the guard at the castle."
The Man in Armor was the first house he
:reached, ancl ;is the sounds of mirth and good-
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fellowsh ip issued from the door, which i;tood so
inviting ly open, he saunter ed in.
"How now, Master Maddoc k?" said the host,
when he served him with a pint of the best, and
was tendere d a bright glitteri ng coin; "is business flourish ing, or have you been idle and takei
to Christm as boxing? "
Jhe sext?n gave one of his dry, short laughs.
Oh," said he, "I have Christm as-boxe d and
worked hard into the bargain , and having done
that, I think I have a right to regale myseh
merrily ."
"So you have," returne d the host; "you have
for many years attende d to the comfort s of thos'e
who are past comfort ing themsel ves, and why
shouldn 't you attend a little to your own com,
forts."
With this bit of :flattery Master Maddoc k
joined the jovial compan y, and "only one pint
morel" was repeate d so frequen tly that at last he
joined in the choruse s, got awfully jolly, and was
carried home.
His wife-g ood soul !-had not seen him so
jolly (save the mark!) for many a long year, and
as she was told he had been making a little Reasonable merrym aking with some of his oldest
friends, she put him to bed without more ado.
But. on _the mprni? g of the followin g day,
tremblm g m every hmb, and apprehe nding he
"knew not what, he hurried to the chui·ch, unlocked the vault, and shouted down the narrow
stone stairs.
No sound answere d, so he took a light and de,;cended in search of the visitor but the horrible
spectac le that there awaited him haunted the old
sexton to his dying day.
As_ he paused dn th~ bottom step, and moved
the light, so as to examm e around, he. to his horror, beheld the form of the once valiant soldier
stretche d on the stones at his feet.
But it was b.y the dress alone that the sexton
recogni zed i;he e'lldit>,· of the previou s day.
He was so marred , mutilate d, and disfigur ed
that no feature could be recogni zed, even by his
·
own comrad es, and no marvel.
. Rats in thousan ds, and in myriads , had assailed
h)Jll, and by his brok,en sword and the multitu des
that lay dead around him it was evident that his
!esista? -ce h~d been gallant and protrac ted; but
It availed him nothing .
Little of him repiaine d, and that little was so
torn and gnawed that it was painful fo1· humani ty
to gaze upon.
1
But conspic uous, and wo1·st of all, was a bloodred mark upon the throat, as though some honid
vampire had been fix,ed there.
But what it was no one ever knew.
Dark hints and strange rumors flew about profusely, but none, noy even the old sexton, were
able to account for the blood-1·ed mark noi· U..:
ravel the secret of the old church vault;.
~istres s (to new servan t)-Ther e are two
tlungs, Mary, about which I am very particul ar.
They are truthful ness and obedien ce. MarvYes m, and when you tell me to say you're not rn
wh~n a P~rson rails that .vou don't wish to see
v.:h1ch is It to be, 111um-t1·uthfulnef:s or obechence 'l
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
,James A. (Coke). Jones is the original hard
luck man in Greensburg, Ind. Recently he fell
when at work in a cigar store and dislocated
his left shoulder for the eleventh time in two
yeal'S. Jones is a veteran of the World War and
during his service the shoulder was out of place
three times. The first injury was received in an
indoor baseball game of the Y. M. C. A.
Dfocovery by a road construction crew of
gigantic bones of an animal believed to be a
mastodon, nea1· Penawawa, on the Snake River,
lately was reported at Spokane, Wash., by Rev.
M. W. Fink of Penawawa. He said the skull
was two and one-half feet in width between the
eyesockets, the tusks wei-e eight inches in diameter at the base and the teeth four to five
inches across. It is expected that an effort to excavate the entire, skeleton will be made.

LAUGHS
"Baby sleeps all clay and howls all night."
"Why not take him to Norway, where it's always
daytime from May to October?"
"I hear Henpecked has died and left no will."
"Well, the poor chap was never allowed to have
any will of his own when he was alive."

Earn Big Pay
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"When you called the boss down, I suppose you
were fired with a spirit of independence?" "Not
a bit of it. I was fired by the boss."
Hoax-There goes a fellow w o believes in
taking thing-<; as they come. Joax-Who is hea philosopher? Hoax-No; a photographer.
"Poor Jack! He never could spell, and it ruined
him." "How?" "He wrote a verse to an heiress
he was in love with, and he wrote honey for
bonny."
Flanagan-Hivins, man! Phwat's the matther
wid yer face? Hanagan-Faith, 'twas an accident. The ould woman throwed a plate at me.
Flanagan-An' d'ye call that an accident? Hanagan-Av coorse! Didn't she hit phwat she aimed

at?

Get into this fascinating new Finger Print
profession. Big salaries, rewards and fees
ate paid to men who are tri.ined in this
modern, scientific method of identificatio:q..
Finger Print Expert s are n eed ed by govern·
ments, corporations~ police departments, and
other institutions. Learn in your spare time
at home to fill one of these big jobs or go
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Book
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Right now we a.re making an amaz...
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST

oe

BURNING BOY AT STAKE.
will
unable to release his hand. It is claimed
That they were "only playin g '' wa" the defense that the Indians formerly ernpl<,:-,,·d thi device
given by Dane! Pool, uged eleven, an,! Kenneth as a handcuff for prisoners, u,in ,. ,·( ,·e1 al for
Baker, eleven, ,vhen they wel'c atrnip;ned iu the each hand, and leading thP captiY,'>' hr the finJuvenile Court, Lancaster, 0,, April 17, charged gers.
Few totnists are p:)nnitted to leave
with attempting to burn Charles Kneller, aged · n.oseau without a wife catcher, ft,1· will('h a sixten, a newsboy, at the stake early this week. pPnce i::; willing·ly exchanged.
They said they thou~ht the Knellr,· boy would
be able to stamp ouL the flames with his feei
"hen they left him.
Doth boys were fo1.l,lld delinquent by .Judge
SCORNS SHOTGUN
Acton. Baker was put on probation and Pool
Gus Smith, an expert archer of Eclcn, Wis.,
1·eleased. Kneller was badly burned when the scorns shotguns when he goes hunting.
He
two bo:vs tied him to a stake and built a fire
goes armed only witl, his bo,v and an011·s.
about l1im. He will recover.
He was trampi11g through the woods near his
home when his quiver caught on a hm,h, °Q_ut he
thought little of it and did not believe that his
MICE ATE RECORDS
One of the newest pleas received by Walter arrow>? were damaged. Soon, in an open field,
Edwards Chief of the Income Tax Department, he made a hasty f:-election of an arrow and shot
St. Loui;, Mo., for an extension of time by a it at a partridge on the wing, only a short discorporation in filing the Fedeml income tax re- tance away. He noticed the arrow describing a
curve, b:1t the partridge made a quick turn
tmns came in the other dav from an OJ:-age wide
and was knocked down. 'l'he anow, however,
County corporation, whose officers statecl they had
only struck a glancing blow and kept going.
could not file an exact return of its 191~ busidescribed a wide circle, coming back to the
ne~s because the n'lice had eaten up the rec- It
place where Smith stood, the same as a boomcn1s of the company.
and killed a rabbit which had jumped up
In an effort to substantiate the claim of the erang-,
company, the local Osage County Deputy Collec- just behind Smith.
Smith Jiicked up the rabbit and ran to where
t or examinetl the rncords of the comp.my an,!
,-end won! to the St. Louis office thnt the claim the stunned partridge,. lay, catching it b1•foi·e it
recovered. T•!xuminat10n . howet! that the feath•
, ·:ir true, that "the mice hall got it." The exer.· on the a now .had been knocked askew when
t en: ion \\ a:s granted.
his quiver ~truck the bush unrl that tlwy had
made a nulder which carried it in the circle.
GIRL SHORN Ol•' RINGS.
Miss Edith Taylor of No. 1022 Bella Vista
AvPnue, Oaklan<l, Cal., feels henielf the pos,-e~ .:or of an unusual luck thut lurks in two
{ DEA'l'H VALLJ<W AT I'RESF.NT
rinp ,, one of tht:'m a dia_moncl engag,•ment_ ring.
hoth of which were stnpp€'<l from hc·r hngNs
Death Valley, once the tel'l'or of the traveler
at night by a bu1-glar who cnter~rl the ·oorn.
in the Southwest and the last resting place of
~he wa,; awake nt:'d by t he burglar, but j',>are<l many prospectors, is being made safe for travel
t o make an outcrv. 'l'he intrude,·, with the aid
both day :me! nig·ht.
of a fla,:hlight ;aw the diamond ring uml a
This erstwhile barrier to human progress haa
rnby ring spaJ!ding on the girl'. fingers, and been conquered
by the automobile. Its trackless
forthwith proceeded to take them off.
waste of sand has been signposted ancl its hidAfter getting both rings the. man_ walked
rlen wate1·holes marked by Uncle Sam. Not
downstairs and began to help h1rnsclf to the content merely with malting the degert
easy to
far.1ily plate.
cross for travelers in daylight, the Automobile
Miss Taylor called he1· father, M. P. Taylor, Club of Southern California
· is going further
:mcl together they rushed the _burglar, w~10 fie~,
and in placing signs in such manner that the
leaving the silver and dropp11!g both rmgs m rays of headlights from passing machines
will
the hall.
fall upon them and g'llide the night tourist as
safely and surely as the day traveler.
A "WIFE-CATCHER"
The club also will signpost all lateral routes
As is customary with Indians the world over, of the famous Death Valley district. Include~
the Caribs are expert basket weavers, and many in the signposting being done will be a complete
strong and handsome baskets are to be bought set of road signs directing tomists to picturin Roseau at reasonable prices if one finds the esque Palm Canyon, on the edge of the desert-right shops. A peculiar instrument, made of one of the unique spotg of the world. Thia
basket straw and woven c\oself together S? as oasis in the sandy wastes is to be made a nato form a hollow tube, endmg m stron1r twisted tional monument bv the government. Its disends, and commonly dubbed u ''.wife catch~r,". is tinctive feature is the pre8ence of ancient palms
also made and sold by the Car1bs. By s!1ppmg of weird beauty, standing in straight rows, apthe hollow end over a man's finger above the pa,·ently plantetl by the hand of man but ant,.
joint and puiling on the t\~·isted end, the catcl:er d:..ting the history of the first human bein,Ais iB
will ti;£'1ten around tht) tinier and the captive thi:; i;ectlun.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
MONKEY PRANKS
Whether the monkey really needed glasses or
the attention of an oculist, or whether he
thought he could eat specks, will never be
known, but there is one thing John Page of
Garland does know, and that is he is out $20 he
paid for glasses a short time ago, and all because a monkey in the zoo, decided it would
like to have them.
Prtge was inspecting the simian exhibit rather
closely. In fact, he had his face against the
cage. While he was watching one monkey cut
some cape1·s, another snatched the glasses from
his face. The monkey tried to fit them on its
own nose. They did not suit-probably the vision was wrong.
Then the monkey tried to eat them. When its
teeth failed to masticate the glass and gold the
animal slammed them on the concrete. floor of
the cage and shattered them into a thousand
pieces. It then twisted the frame to pieces, before the keeper came.
PIGEONS USED IN FIGHTING WESTERN
'
FOREST FIRES
During the recent severe £01·est fires in certain sections of the West, carrier pigeons were
successfully employed to convey messages from
the fire-fighters "at the front" to headquarters,
says American Forestry. The test of the birds
for this use was on a limited scale, but has .encournged the Forest Service officials to believe a
larger scale.
The experiment lends special interest to a
plan which is being considered for co-operation
between the Department of Agricultu1·e and the
Navy Department, under which carrier pigeons
and equipment of °the latte1· department may become available. To establish a successful carrier pigeon system it will be necessary to lay
plans during the coming winter, to have the
posts properly located and get the birds acclimated and begin their training·. Flights of_ 600
miles in a single day have been made, while a
distance of 140 to 200 miles means a two or
three hour flight for the average bird. Since
the distances which would be covered in Forest
Service woi-k are considerably less than this
there appears to be no <µfficulty in this reg~rd.
In most instances the flights from fire-fightmg
areas to headquarters woulq be considerably less
than fifty miles. The ~alue of th~ birds W?uld
be particularly great m mountamous reg10mi
whe1·e ti·avel is difficult.
PIGEONS SNARED BY THOUSANDS
The pioneers of Michigan and other States of
the Great Lakes recall sadly the days when
wild pigeons were so plentiful in this region
that tq.ey were killed by men with clubs .as they
swept in great flocks over the sand lulls. ln
many of the pioneer localities twenty-one meal~
01 wild pigeon a week were not unusual, and
much of the great State of Michigan was hewed
oi1t of the forest on a ptgeon diet. A party

would often go into the hills and kill thousands
of the bil·ds without a gun, slaughtering thousands only to waste them.
After the first railroads were built; the pigeon
crop of several Michigan counties was worth
mo1·e than their wheat crop. Few people of today realize or can imagine the magnitude of
these mighty nestings of the birds. A pigeon
nesting would often extend for many miles north,
east, south and west. Hundreds of nests would
adorn every tree and the noise from the homecoming and departing, birds would be so great
that it was often impossible to carry on an ordinary conversation in the woods. Pigeon catching and killing became an industry. Ca1'load
after carload was shipped to New York and
Eastern cities and dead pigeons were often piled
up until they appeared like small hay stack;;.
Trappers from all parts of the country journeyed to the Michigan eldorado for the :inn:pose
of catching the birds. They did it, when a large
catch was desired, with a net, 16 to 18 feet
wide and 30 to 40 feet long. This was arranged
with ropes and spring poles, so that when a
number of the birds had alighted in the particular spot to which they had been lured by means
of the stool-pigeon, the spring poles were released and the net pulled over the spot where
the birds had settled, covering the whole number.
Few people who see the expl'ession "stoolpigeon" realize l1ow closely its commonly accepted meaning follows the truth. A ftei· the
spring poles had been bent back and the net
covered with light grass so it would not be visible to the birds, a wild pigeon which had been
kept alive to act as stool-pigeon wa:-; brought
into service.
A leather string wa~ put with a half tie about
each leg of the bird. Then with a small cambric
needle a white silk thread was pa,;sed through
the pigeon's eyelid on each side of the head, the
ends of the thread were twisted together on top
of the bird's head and the pigeon was blindfolded
for use. The bird was held by the boots, a;; the
strings were callell, and :set on the forefinger.
It was raised up, and then the band brought
down quickly to flee whether the bil'cl would
When one was found that
hover p1·operly.
would suit, it was fastened by the boots to a
pad about as large as the hand near the centre
of the bed to which the birds in trees within siisht
were attracted to the bed, which had been scattered with wheat or buckwheat. When the bed
had become filled with pigeons the spring pole
was pulled and the net carried over, there being
sufficient spring in the poles to spread it fully.
Most tl'appers bit the birds' necks to kill them.
used a pair of pincers for the same purpose.
It was not uncommon to take from 500 to 1,000
birds at a single haul, and the sport, witJ1 a good
stool-pigeon, wa;; considered enchanting.
The greatest enemy of the pigeon trapper was
the hawk, wh.ich often caught and killed his
favorite f-\tuol-pig<>on, jll st \\'hen it w:rn most
·
needed.
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FROM ALL POINT S
LICENSE TAGS FOR CATS.
Under an ordinance which has been proposed
by the Butte County Humane Society cats of
Chico, Cal., face a cur~ailment of their ~ustomary freedom. The ordinance would require cats
to wear license tags, and owners would be held
responsible for midnight prowlings. It also provides · that all cats found roaming around at
night be plar.ed in the pound.
CRAZED BRONCO KILLS BOY
Edward J. Heater, nine years old, was
dragged through the streets of Matamoras, ~a.,
and over the State road more than four miles
to his death recently by a bronco. The b~y had
the animal in a lot near his home, where it was
eating grass, and was holding it by 3: halter
when the halter snapped fast, entangling_ the
boy who was trampled to death by the fn~htened animal. Citizens and several automobiles
gave chase and cornered the pony after an hour's
run which involved the smash-up of one of the
car~. The boy's head was crushe_d and many
bones broken.
His parents witnessed the
tragedy.
FARMER SAVES AIRMAN
J. T. Murphy, who came to Bell1:fonte, P_a.,
from Cleveland several days ago to pilot a!1 airplane ove1· the aerial mail route_, was se!1ous]y
injured when his machine went mto a tail s:pm
and fell a distance of 400 feet. As the machme
struck the ground the ga_s tank exploded and
burst into flames. The aviator was saved from
being bumed to death by Boyd _Sampsel, a farmer whd cut the straps holding. Murphy ~nd
iled him out of the burnmg machme.
~~mpsel was also painfully burned.
A STRANGE TRAGEDY
The discovery on the Yacht Ostai-a, stranded
at Sulinaon, one of the mouths of. Danube, of
the dead bodies of eleven noted Russian men and
women, each shot through the head, and not a
. · o- soul on board has presented the Rumanl1v1n0
•
·
·
uthorities
with ' one of t h e mos t mys t enous
t~~g:dies of Bolshevism in the Black Sea. The
b d"es have been identified as those of members
ih·e noted Russian families of Falzfein and
0
Skadowki.
.
The discovery was made by soldiers,
who,
when they went aboard th~ helpless yacht,
f nd the cabin half filled with water and the
:ven bodies floating around. On board the
~acht were 14,000,000 rubles in gold and pape1·
and jewels.
.
.
. l .
The elder Falzfem still grasped a pisto
m
his hand when his ~ody wa~ _found, ancJ. whetl~er the party committed sU1c1cle or wern mm der etl is a ques~ion ~hat !·emains unanswered.
An investigation 1s bemg madE: by ~he Rumanian authorities, aided by 1:ussian fr1~nds of
the two families. All . that 1s known 1s that
the two families fted iheu ei:;tates to. Odessa, and
when the Bolsheviki anived the1·e lll Febl'Ual'y

f

f

put their belongings on board the Ostara, which
,vas then towed by a Russian steamship bound
for Constanza. The tow ropes broke several
times, owing to severe storms, and finally the
yacht lost the steamer altogether and proceeded
to Constanza.
The refugees were refused pel'mission to land.
It is believed, as a result of the ir,vestigation
so far made, that after the yacht lost its tow it
drifted at the mercy of the storm, and the
refugees, six men and five women became exhausted from the cold waves breaking over the
vessel and lack of food. Unable to manage the
yacht the party made a despairing effort to put
her ashore on the desolate · beach near Sulina.
There they succeeded in launching small boats,
but Rumanian guards, under strict orders to
permit no landing through fear of tlie Bolsheviki, ordered them to return to the vessel.
It appears that some coast fishermen offered
a rescue when the vessel began settling, owing
to the pounding of the heavy seas, but soldiers
prevented. How the families met their death
probably never will be known. -S.ome money and
valuables the refugees had on board wer~
missing when the valuables the 1·efugees had on
board were checked up, and Rumania has been
asked to attempt to recover them.
King Ferdinand and Queen Marie of Rumania
have taken a great interest in the investigation ,
because when the royal family was driven into
exile and the capital removed to Jassy, the King
and Queen were offei-ed the magnificent home of
the Falzfeins across the Bessarabian border.
The Falzfeins belonged to one of the ancient
families of German Mennonite colonists who
settled in the province of Kherson at the invitation of the Russian government.
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ANIMALS USE
TOOLS?
Dr. Wilhelm
Boelsche, a. wellknown
German
naturalist, pro pound s the question a s to whether
any of the lowe1·
animal;; actually
use tools-that is,
speci-al i m p I e ~
ments to serve
special ends-and
the Sc i e 11 t i f i c
Amer can Month! y c i t e s s e veral observations
w h i c h suggest
that they may.
F or example,
the ants known as
Oscophylla smarag-dina, w h i c h
build nests by
sewing together
the leaves of
bushes, repair a
rent in theh home
by forming a line
of workers along
one side of the
gap and then
stretch
t h e i 1·
heads till, one after another, they
al"e able to seize
the far edge in
their jaws, when
t .h e y gradually
draw it ac1·oss the
rent.
Then the
females go to the
nm·sery, pick up
their i n f a n t s,
KIUS MANLY VIGOR which
have spinQuit habit owly. Any
form cured or no cb&rste. Only nerets, which the
fl l! cured. Steps cr&Ting ; huDJ.oss. Full r emedy on t.r1al.
PERKINS CO.,
B-26,
HAllTINGll, NEBR. adults do not posi;ess, hold the little ones to the
rent and pinch
them till they
spin fine threads,
BOOK ON
moving
t hei r
DOG DISEASES heads back and
forth from one
And How to Feed
side of the rent to
Mal.le4 free to an:, llddres» by
the other, attachAl!leriea's
1__, the .Author
ing the thre'.lds
Pioneer
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
until they have
Dog Medicines 118 We1t 31st Street, New York
woven
tog-ether
the torn edges
held by the
adults. Thus they
use the young as
spindles and
In kcepln; your tiowet, reautar do aot
become nddif'.tcd to weo.keuing puraativi.::1
weavers' shuttles.
or mineral Ju:mtlves; J11St try KOROLAX;
safe,. gentle, wholesome. Bost and goes
Certain Siamfarthest. Obtainable at busy druggists. everyese fi sh squirt
where. Korolax ls relief for many ailments,
lncladlng constipation, headaches. dizzy
water at insects
spells. be1chlng, gas, l1 ea.rtburn, torpid liver,
bad breath, nervousness, dyspepsla, Jndigesupon the bank
Ucn, ob01itT, x.u•ntal ~nil phyotc~l dullness.
of the stream.
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Learn Shorthand, 5 Days

Yeu wlll be amaaed at the quiekneea and pleuure with
wldeh you learn the wonderful K. I. Shorthand. Practi•
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lloura you'ff :now the whole system; then gain •poell in

randa or correspondence. A•t•nlah everybod1 with
your ability and earn more mone:,. Write for tire PIIE8
t•••~n• with free broohure and tostlmenlals to
Kin• lnatllute,. EK•IOS. Station F, N•w Y•rll. fit. Y
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Thr,:,w all the
Shackl es al ~eight
' YOU-Mr. Stout Man! YOU-Mrs. or Miss
Stout Woman! Those shackles of unhealthy, overburdening OBESITY, may be shaken off. Indeed, you
may gradually, gently and delightfully become slender
and slip out of Obesity's galling chains. No · more
need you be the subject of smiles-behind your back.
No longer need you be bothered by that mental apathy
that is sometimes rudely called "fat-headedness." No
more need you have the apprehension that your life is
being shortened ten to thirty years because you are
in the thraldom 'of excessive fat. Start now_ to req.uce
by the wonderfully efficacious Korein system, one
element of which is OIL OF KOREIN, a harmless,
reliable,' medically endorsed formula.

AN EASY WAY TO REDUCE

WHY NOT BECOME SLENDER?

No starving process for you. Eat all you rieed.
No strenuous exercisinil. No salts or other such
purgatives. No calomel, thyroid or other drastic
drugs. No loss of time. A pleasant method of
personal, or home self-treatment easy to follow
and inexpensive. Adopt the internationally popular
Korein system of which a component is

To lengthen your life; to lessen the dangers of
sunstroke, apoplexy or other prostrations; to
lessen your risk of pneumonia and numerous other
ailments; to give your heart a chance to become
strong; to improve the ,nndition of your stomach
and nerves; to obtain a sure perfect figure and
real vivacity-follow the Korein system.

For Nlen and Women
BECOME SLENDER AND STAY SO
Yo u may obtain Oil of Korein (in tabules for easy use) at the drug store. Or, if
the druggist hasn't it in stock he will obtain it. Or send $1 to Korein Company for
a box; will come to you in plain wrapper. Remit by money-order, cash or stamps.

$100 GUARANTEE
So positive are we of the efficacy of the
liorein system that we supply it under a ·$100
CASH GUARANTEE which me~ns ,t hat we will
refund every cent of your money 1£ you follow the
6imple directions that come with each box of Oil of
Korein, Tell your acquaintances about this!

BOOK SENT FREE
Our b o o k I e t, "Reduce
Weight Happily," tells more
about the remarkable Korein
system.
It will be mailed
free (in plain wrapper ) on
request.

Korein Company, Inc., NT-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.
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oral Ea•y Monthfy Payment plan

-the most liberal termae,,er offered
cm a high a-rade bicycle.
FACTORY TO RIDER pricea save
rou money. We make our bicyclea
in our own new model factory and
aell direct to you. W$ put real
quality in them and our bicycles
muat sati1fy Jou.
44 STYLES, colors. and sizes to
choose from inour famous RANG.ER
line. Send for bi& beautiful catalog.
Many parents advance the first
fayment and energetic boys by odd
Jobs- paper routes. delivery for
at ores, etc., make th• blcycl• ••rn ·
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TRIAL. 1' Select the bicycle yoa want and terms
tbatsuit you-ca1b or easy payments.
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but write today f9r
the big: new catalog, 1>ric:ea and terms.
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Learn this interesting profession by
maU during spare time.
Q_ualifY
for
b,fiuent!al position - travol splendid salary. We aet you the iob
0

Bo6t1e,raiu~f !XTJ1alus our course. Write.
STANDARD BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTE
Buffalo. N. Y.

00! Young Wild WeRt and the Deadwood Den: 01·, The
l"ight for Half a .\Iillion.
oo;; Young Wild \\·est as a Prairie Pilot; or. Ari..tta
and tb(' Broncbo Queen.
()06 Youug Wild \Vest Laying Down the Law; or, 'l'be
"l:latl" :llen of Black Ball.
DOT Young ,Vilrt \t'est's Payiug Placer; or, Arietta's
Lucky ~hot.
\108 Young· Wild West's Double Leap; or, Dow11ing a
Dangel'ous Gang.
!J09 Young Wilcl W0st After the Mexiran Raiders : or.
Arietta On a Hot Trail.
910 Young Wild We~t and tbe Navajo Chie!; or. Ficri,e
'rimes on the Plains.
911 Young Wild West Chasin:,; the Horse Tbie,· es; or,
Arietta and the Corral M~· ~ter,v.
912 Young ~'lid \Vest and the :\line Girl; or, 'J'he S<'C·rN
Band of Silver Shaft.
913 Young '\Yild ,vest Exposing the Express Rob her~ ;
or. With Arietta in Gnld Dust Cit:v.
9H Young Wild W~st and the Cowbo .v Ti·ailer: or, 'J'he
Rauchman's Revenge.
915 ¥ou11g Wild West and the 111issing Scout; or. Arietta and the Madman.
916 Young Wild West Doomed to Death; or, Arietta n11ri
the Rifle Queen.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent tn lin.Y
address on re(:e)pt of price, 7 cents per COJlY, in >nouey
or 1>ostage stamps, by
HARRY E. WOLlTF. Pub., 166 ,vest 23d St .• New York,

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOK
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NOW, JAZZ 'Effl UP, BOYSI_ A NEW AND NIFTY INYENTIOI

~

--JU-Fl..UTllOMIEOWf~
llllO - U ... *,T. OPPlt:.'t.

Slide Flute-Plccolo. played Jnsfanfly. 2 !;5c AGENTS WAUTEO
S'l'EWART 00., 321K W. (8th St .. N. Y. C.

BIG VALUE for IO Ots.

8 Songs, words and musk; 25 Pic-

tures Pretty Girls;~ Ways to Make
Money; l Joke Book; l Book on
Love; I Magic Book; l Book I,etter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games; 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers; l MorseTelegcaph Alphabet; 12 Chemical Experiments;
Magic Age Table; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzles;
12 Games; 30 Verses for Autograph Albums.
All
the above by mail for 10 eta. and 2 ct•. postage.
11.0TA.L SALES CO., Bex %0 • South Norwalk, Con~.

.!t?!i~-~.t.!!'utY,~1·!,~f~!.~~r~~!1:.!~~r.(!!!
Lad7 Bbou\4 Muare Bel' Bf!.au to mah b\m PropGee Marri111t.
Otf to01.toll •Rioh B.eholor. •·Bow to WlD tb• P1>HrofLaCltl-

udta,&o..... 4.JhubJtolabolptulto lonra. 1 OC P0&1"P'AI D

YANKEE PUB. CO .• TILTON, .N. B.

1.

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULUM

AND

DUEAU

BOOK.-Containing the gnat oracle of hurnun tiestiny; also lbe true m ,· auing vf almost any J;in<l or
ureams, togeth~r with cllarrns, ceremonies, and cu1·ious
games of cards.
N.o 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-'l'he great book of
magic and card tricks, containing full instruction on all
the hading card tricl,s of the day, a lso the most popular
magical illusions as pcrfc•rrnefl h~.. our lending rnagi.
l'iaus; ev~r.v boy shnulcl obtaiu a c,,py of this book.
No. 3. BOW TO :FLIRT.-'l'he art s 11nrl wiles o!
flirtation nre fully explained by this little hook. Besides the vl\rious methods of haudkcrchlef, fan. glove.
parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a, full list
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of this little
liook. lt c<1ntains full instructions in the art of dancing,
eti11nelte in tbe ballroom and at parties, how to dress,
and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No, 5. HOW TO UAKE LOVE.-A complete i::uide
to love, cuurt~blp and marriai;e, giving sensihl p a<lvice,
rules and Pt i(l.nette to be oliserved, with man:v curious
au(1 interesting- thi11g-s not generally known.

No, 6. HOW 'rO BECO)IE AN ATBLETE.- GhiIJJ?:
full Instructions for the use of dumbbells, Indian clubs.
p>trallel bat·s, horizontal bars and various utll<•r m e thods
of developing- a good, health:v muscle; containini: over

sixty ii l nst1·ations.

No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Haudsomrl.v illu~lrated and contuinini:: full instructions for the manaµ:PmPnt and training- of the cnnary, mocking-bird, u ,,boliok.
hlac·kilird, parnqucl, narrol. el<'.
::l<o.

9.

HOW TO 'BECOMJ<: A

V1':NTRILOQU1>-T.-

l3y Harry Kennrtl,1'. l~Yery i1HeWirent hoy rea<lloµ: this
hook of instructions cnn mllster tbe art. ,, n(] cre:tte an.v
amonnt of fun for himself and friends. It i s the :,;reat·
est book ever 1111 blishe<l.

For sal~ by all newsdealer!ii, or will b.- st>ut tu an:r
address on re-cei1lt of price, 10c. per copy, or 3 for '°?5(·.,
in money or postage stamp~h by
l·'ft,\NK TOUSEY, Pub .• 168 ,vest 23d :,.t., !\ew York.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

COGAN
Price :{.; Cents Per Cor,y
eo11laius Si"-1.V Lessons, covPring every phase
of srenuric, ,niti11µ:, fro111 th" most ~ll'll10utal to Jh,, most
l~y ,J.\.~rES P

TiJis

1100k

ndvau<·r•rl 11rint·i1_.ll's. 11 <·on:·rs everytJiin~ a Pf'l'J-;OH mui-;t
know in onlel' t0 mnkt• money :is ;.1 Ht11·(-P~ s f11l ~~·<'IHll'io
"1ilflr, Jl'or ~ale hs all f\icw s~ <JC'~\l(•I'.-\ a11<l Bonk-:,4for<'s.
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